MESSAGE FROM THE
REGIONAL DIRECTOR

It is my great pleasure to present through this annual
report what Philippine Statistics Authority, Regional
Statistical Services Office (PSA-RSSO II) has achieved for 2018.
The year 2018 proved to be a fruitful year for the region. This
is highlighted by significant events. Among these is the ground
breaking of the proposed PSA-RSSO II Building, at the Regional
Government Center – a long desired dream to have a convenient
and better work place for every PSA employee as well as its clients. Adding more color for the year is the garnering of the Best
NSM Region for the celebration in 2017 and the conferment of
PSA-RSSO II as an ISO-certified agency for the improvement of
our processes and procedures.
On civil registration, we fruitfully celebrated the Civil Registration
Month together with the City/Municipal Civil Registrars as we
promoted the Civil Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS) Decade
vision to get every Pinoy and Pinay in the picture. We also
succeeded in the celebration of our fifth anniversary with the
theme “Healthy PSA, Happy PSA”.

Along with these, is the successful implementation of targeted activities as we judiciously spent our 2018
budget. To mention, we also crafted the maiden issues of two publications – the Cagayan Valley Regional
Development Plan and the WAM.
These significant achievements are results of collaborative and combined efforts of each and every
employee along with good leadership from the different PSO’s and Division Chiefs of my region. These
were likewise achieved with the active participation of our partner agencies, the Regional Statistics
Committee (RSC2), the LGU’s particularly our Municipal/City Civil Registrars and our cooperating stakeholders.
For these, I personally convey my heartfelt gratitude to all those who contributed to these successes.
It has always been PSA’s vision to be responsive and serve every Filipino with utmost integrity and
dedication. We can not achieve this vision if our partners in the fulfillment of the noble cause will not
cooperate.
Most of all, I thank the Almighty God for the guidance and blessings in providing resources (manpower,
money, machine & management) towards the achievement of this goal. Hence, helping uplift the quality
of life of every Filipino.
Good luck and Godspeed in our journey for the coming year.

MARILYN T. ESTRADA
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ABOUT THE PSA

The Philippine Statistics Authority
(PSA) was established on 12 September 2013 pursuant to Republic
Act (RA) 10625, otherwise known
as the Philipppine Statistical Act
of 2013, signed by then President
Benigno Aquino III. The PSA is
a merger of four (4) government
agencies namely:
National Statistical Coordination
Board (NSCB), National Statistics Office (NSO), Bureau of Labor
and Employment Statistics (BLES)
of the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE) and Bureau
of Agricultural Statistics (BAS) of
the Department of Agriculture
(DA).

The law was enacted to rationalize
and promote efficiency and effectiveness
in the delivery of statistical services,
maintain an integrated statistical
system characterize by independence, objectivity and integrity
so as to enhance responsiveness
to the requirements of equitabble
national development, promote the
orderly development of statistical
system capable of providing timely
accurate and useful data for the
government and the public, and
support decentralization through
establishment of statistical infrastructure necessary to service
the statistical service of local development planning.

The PSA is attached to the National
Economic and Development Authority
(NEDA) for purposes of policy coordination, civil registration and central
support, and field statistical services.
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PSA QUALITY POLICY

PSA MANDATE
Th e PSA shall p rimarily b e
responsible for the implementation
of the objectives and provisions of
R.A. 10625.
It shall plan, develop, prescribe,
disseminate and enforce policies,
rules and regulations and coordinate
government-wide programs
governing the production of official
statistics, general-purpose statistics,
and civil registration services.
It shall primarily be responsible
for all national censuses and surveys, sectoral statistics, consolidation of selected administrative
recording systems and compilation of national accounts.
The PSA shall:
1.Serve as the central statistical
authority of the Philippine government on primary data collection;
2. Prepare and conduct periodic
censuses on population, housing,
agriculture, fisheries, business,
industry, and other sectors of the
economy;
3. Collect, compile, analyze,
abstract and publish statistical
information relating to the country’s economic, social, demographic and general activities and

condition of the people;
4. Prepare and conduct statistical
sample surveys on all aspects
of socioeconomic life including
agriculture, industry, trade, finance, prices and marketing information, income and expenditure,
education, health, culture, and
social situations for the use of the
government and the public;
5. Carry out, enforce and administer
civil registration functions in the
country as provided for in Act
3753, the Law on Registry of Civil
Status;

and dissemination of data.
9. Coordinate with government departments and local government units
(LGUs) on the promotion and adoption of
statistical standards involving techniques,
methodologies, concepts, definitions
and classifications, and on the avoidance
of duplication in the collection of statistical information;
10. Conduct continuing methodological,
analytical and development activities, in
coordination with the PSRTI , to improve
the conduct of censuses, surveys and
other data collection activities;

11. Recommend executive and legisla6. Collaborate with departments tive measures to enhance the developof the national government including ment of the statistical activities and
GOCCs and their subsidiaries in programs of the government;
the collection, compilation, maintenance and publication of statis- 12. Prepare, in consultation with the
tical information, including special PSA Board, a Philippine Statistical
statistical data derived from the Development Program (PSDP);
activities of those departments,
corporations and their subsidiaries; 13. Implement policies on statistical
matters and coordination, as directed
7. Promote and develop integrated by the PSA Board, and;
social and economic statistics and
coordinate plans for the integration of 14. Perform other functions as may
those statistics, including the national be assigned by the PSA Board and as
accounts;
may be necessary to carry out the
purposes of RA 10625.
8. Develop and maintain appropriate
frameworks and standards for the
collection, processing, analysis
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“ERRORS USING
INADEQUATE DATA
ARE MUCH LESS
THAN
USING NO DATA AT
ALL”
CHARLES BABBAGE
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PSA-RSSO 02 BUILDING WILL SOON RISE AT THE REGIONAL
GOVERNMENT CENTER OF TUGUEGARAO CITY

“The soon to rise building of the Philippine Statistics
Authority - Regional Statistical Services Office (PSA-RSSO II) is
an epitome of PSA as solid, responsive and world-class
authority”, said the Deputy National Statistician for Civil
Registration and Central Support Office (CRCSO), Mr. Daniel A.
Ariaso, Sr. during the ceremonial groundbreaking of the threestorey building to be situated
at the Regional
Government Center (RGC),
Carig Sur, Tuguegarao City
on June 18, 2018.
Mr. Romeo S. Recide,
Deputy National
Statistician (DNS) for
Sectoral Statistics Office
(SSO), Mr. Daniel A.
Ariaso, Jr., Deputy
National Statistician for
Civil Registration and
Central Support Office
(CRCSO) and PSA Regional
Statistical Services Office II
(PSA-RSSSO II) Regional
Director (RD) Marilyn T.
Estrada led the ground-breaking
activity. Former Regional Directors,
Mr. Edmundo R. Udarbe and Ms.Magdalena C.
Bautista from the former National Statistics Office
(NSO) were also present during the event.
The Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH),
as the engineering and the construction arm of the
government of the Philippines was tapped by
PSA-RSSO II to undertake the procurement,
implementation and supervision of the project. Likewise,
the third party to oversee its proper implementation is the
Cagayan State University (CSU) Engineering
Department.
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The RSSO 02 and PSO Cagayan journey for ISO Certification started with the conduct of
series of trainings on the following:
1. Training Course on ISO 9001:2015 QMS vis-a-vis PSA’s QMS at BSA Twin Towers Hotel,
Bank Drive, Ortigas Center, Mandaluyong City on January 31 to Februay 2, 2018;
2.Seminar-Workshop on 5S Good Housekeeping and Training Course on Root Cause Analysis
and Corrective Action Formulation at Nassim Hotel and Beach Resort, Sta. Ana, Cagayan May
2 to 4, 2018;
3. Cascading of ISO-QMS 9001:2015 Concepts and Principles and Clauses 4-10 and 5S Good
Housekeeping and Training Course on Root Cause Analysis and Corrective Action Formulation
at PSA RSSO2 Conference Room, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan on May 8 to 9, 2018;
4. Seminar on Knowledge Management at Brentwood Suites, Quezon City on August 9 to 10,
2018; and
5. Training Course on Auditing QMS at Savannah Resort and Hotel, Angeles City, Pampanga
on August 28 to 31, 2018.
This also included the actual implementation of 5S where RSSO 02 and PSA Cagayan
had their “Big Clean-Up Day”. After which, QMS Implementation Check and QMS Internal Audit
was conducted on July 4 to 5, 2018 and July 23, 2018 respectively.

And finally, last December 07, 2018, RSSO II and PSO Cagayan were declared ISO Certified.
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The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) Region 02 celebrated its 5th year
anniversary bannering the theme “Healthy PSA, Happy PSA.”PSA 02 came up
with exciting and meaningful activities that reflects the meaning of this year’s
theme. These activities encouraged employees to be physically, emotionally and
spiritually healthy.
PSA-RSSO II Regional Director, Marilyn T. Estrada shared the relevance of the
theme in the workplace. She reminded her staff to connect with the people; the
stakeholders and the clientele in order to serve them well; embrace and love the
job given to them, move and adapt to the social and technological changes and
lastly, breathe even if the workload is too overwhelming. RD Estrada related that
once in a while, employees must learn to pause and rest with friends and family.
The anniversary celebration began with a Eucharistic Celebration officiated by
Rev. Fr. Dante Sabban. In his homily he motivated the employees to persevere
and continue to serve the people. He also counseled the employees to emulate
the life and works of Jesus as a public servant while he was here on earth.
In the afternoon, the Civil Registrion and Administrative Support Division
(CRASD) headed by CAO Milagros Adduru proceeded to the Stimulation and
Therapeutic Activity Center (STAC) for a feeding program and gift giving to
children with disabilities. 43 children were given toys and drawing boards as
part of the social responsibility of the agency. Ms. Vigilant C. Paclibar, Physical
Therapist I of STAC thanked the PSA for remembering the children of STAC.
She also congratulated the agency for its 5th anniversary.
For a healthy mind, a quiz bee was also conducted which covered topics
on Quality Management System (QMS), Civil Registration and Statistical
Operations and was participated by PSA employees. Ms. Juby Bacuyag from the
Statistical Operations Coordinating Division (SOCD), Ms. Corazon H. Guzman and
Mr. Jerome Tamayao from the Civil Registration (CRS) Unit won the said
competition. RD Estrada gave an Orientation on the Philippine Identification
System (PhilSys). According to RD Estrada the PhilSys is the government’s
central identification platform. She explained the need of the nation to have this
centralized ID system to iparticularly to improve the delivery of government
services.
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CAGAYAN VALLEY BAGS 28TH NATIONAL STATISTICS MONTH
Cagayan Valey bags Best NSM Region during the 28th NSM Awards at Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas, assembly Hall, Manila on October 29, 2018 for its unparalled and exemplary
performance towards the successful conduct of various
statistical activities during the celebration of the 28th NSM last October 2017 the region
received a plaque of recognition and a cash prize.
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CV-RSDP 2018-2023 REGIONA
With the completion and approval of the CV-RSDP
2018-2023, it was of utmost importance to disseminate its content as well, as any information will be for
naught if such were not utilized due to lack of dissemination to policymakers and implementers, particularly in
development planning at the regional, provincial and city/
municipal levels, thus the CV-RSDP 2018-2023 Regional
Dissemination Forum was conducted on 19 October 2018,
Friday, 08:00 AM at Crown Pavilion, Tuguegarao City.
The CV-RSDP 2018-2023 Regional Dissemination
Forum was participated by a total of sixty-eight (68)
participants from nine (9) print and broadcast
media agencies; six (6) local government units
(LGUs); six (6) academic institutions; and nineteen
(19) regional line agencies (RLAs) including the PSA.

Director Estrada formally opened the event with her
warm welcome and opening remarks. Engr. Ferdinand
P. Tumaliuan, the Assistant Regional Director (ARD) of
National Economic and Development Authority 02
(NEDA R02), graced the occasion as the keynote
speaker.
Engr. Girme M. Bayucan, SOCD Chief of the PSARSSO II, presented the highlights of the CV-RSDP
2018-2023. His in-depth presentation started with a
background of the Philippine Statistical Development
Program (PSDP); followed by a quick background
of the CV-RSDP 2018-2023; the CV-RSDP 20182023 Strategic Planning Framework; the CV-RS-
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AL DISSEMINATION FORUM
Following the presentation of SOCD Chief Bayucan,
speakers from various stakeholders gave a message/
statement on his/her involvement and expectations/
reactions in the content of the CV-RSDP 2018-2023. Some
of the speakers who shared insights were Department of
Agriculture - Regional Field Unit 2 (DA-RFU 02) Regional
Executive Director Narciso A. Edillo, Mr. Dante T. Cambri
who represented BSP Tuguegarao Branch Deputy Director
Susie O. Fiesta, PSSUPT Ismael P. Atluna on behalf of
PNP RO2 Regional Director PC SUPT. Jose Mario M. Espino,
Ms. Maria Fe A. Villania who represented Tuguegarao City
Mayor Jefferson P. Soriano, and Mr. Constante G. Medina
who conveyed the message of Dr. Ricmar P. Aquino.

An Open Forum was also held during the event, allowing
the participants to ask questions and voice comments and
concerns regarding the content of the CV-RSDP 20182023. After all issues, comments and recommendations
have been raised and responded to, SOCD Chief Bayucan
concluded the activity with his closing remarks, expressing
his gratitude and extending anticipation for the continued
support and cooperation of all partner agencies towards
provision of timely, reliable and relevant information that
would best cater to the needs of Region II – Cagayan Valley.
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2019 REGIONAL PLANNING WORKSHOP
The annual three-day Regional
Planning Workshop (RPW) for PSA
officials and employees of the region
was held last December 12-14, 2018
at Sapphire Hall, Isabela Zen Hotel
and Restaurant, Santiago City with
the theme “Working Smarter through
Innovation”. The activity aimed to
assess the 2018 accomplishments
and lay down the plans for 2019
The
three-day
event
was
formally opened with a message
from RD Marilyn T. Estrada. She
greeted and extended her gratitude to
everyone especially the heads of the
provinces and the regional office.
Also, she thanked PSA Isabela, host of The Regional Director emphasized that the 2019 RPW is
the 2019 RPW for the well-fashioned a venue for the discussion of accomplishments as well as
and innovative venue of the event. weaknesses and shortfalls for 2018, and an avenue to craft
plans and innovations for the years 2019-2020. Towards the
end of her message, she encouraged everyone to actively
participate in every discussion as all decisions will greatly
affect the whole of PSA-RSSO II in its succeeding years.

She went on to share the message of
Undersecretary, National Statistician
and Civil Registrar General (CRG)
Dr. Lisa Grace S. Bersales which
revolved around the previous but interconnected themes of PSA undertakings. Furthermore, RD Estrada
elaborated the need for innovative
actions and processes within PSA that
were anchored on the vision and the
quality policy of the office, among others.
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As usual, the three-day planning workshop cannot be concluded without cascading and reviewing
the plans and programs of the different offices and services of the PSA which include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Expected PSA Innovations for 2019 presented by Engr. Cherry Grace D. Agustin, Chief
Statistical Specialist (CSS) of PSA Quirino;
2019 Work Program for Office of the National Statistician (ONS) and the Philippine
Identification System Act 0f 2018 (PhilSys) cascaded by RD Marilyn T. Estrada;
2019 Work Program for Finance and Administrative Service discussed in detail by Chief
Administrative Officer Milagros C. Adduru;
2019 Work Program for Civil Registration Service presented by Ms. Cholly L. Bayon,
Supervising Statistical Specialist (SSS) of PSA Nueva Vizcaya;
2019 Work Program for Information Technology and Dissemination Service (ITSD) including
that of the Standard Service (SS) laudably discussed by Mr. Ramil G. Abad, CSS of PSA
Batanes.
2019 Work Program of the National Censuses Service (NCS) presented by Mr. Julius M.
Emperador, CSS of PSA Isabela;
2019 Work Program of the Social Sector Statistics Service (SSSS) and Macroeconomic
Accounts Service (MAS) including the 2019 PSA Calendar of Activities presented by Engr.
Girme M. Bayucan, Chief of SOCD;
2019 Work Program of the Economic Sector Statistics Service (ESSS) discussed by Engr.
Elena U. Rivera, CSS of PSA Cagayan.
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The participants were able to raise issues
and concerns regarding each topic
through and open forum conducted after
every topic was discussed or presented.

Officer-in-Charge Assistant National Statistician (ANS) of
the Finance and Administrative Service (FAS), Mr. Socrates L.
Ramores, graced the occasion and provided a run-through
of the previous themes of the anniversary celebrations of
PSA: 2014: “Working Together as One” pertains to the
merging of the four major statistical agencies to form the
PSA; 2015: “Pag may 2gether, may forever” means the
second year of the PSA being the sole statistical arm of
the Philippine government; 2016: “Synergy” means the
concerted efforts of PSA officials and employees to produce
all outputs expected from the agency; 2017: “Level Up”
which involves raising the bar for the different outputs of
the agency; and 2018: “Healthy PSA, Happy PSA” which
pertains to the self-assessment of all PSA officials and
employees considering the very busy schedule of PSA for the
past years. The 2018 theme was intended for PSA officials
and employees to value individual’s health through working
in an environment designed to uplift the wellness of the people within the organization. He further explained that this
year’s theme of the planning workshops, “Working Smarter
through Innovation”, means thinking out of the box. He
said that when there’s a problem, there’s always an outof-the-box solution, thus he encouraged everyone to think
beyond what is presented/offered to them. He ended his
message with a trivia which required the participants to
think creatively, freely, and off the beaten path.

The provincial statistics offices and the two
divisions of the regional office were also
able to present its 2018 accomplishments through AVPs showcasing its innovative way of presenting its respective
milestones.
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To make the three-day event more participative and
delightful, various awards and prices were also
awarded which include the Best Male and Female in Business
Attires and Best Audio-Visual Presentation (AVP) for 2018
Milestone. These special awards were all awarded to the
regional Office. Mr. Antonio P. Carag from the Office of the
Regional Director (ORD) was declared the Best Male in
Business Attire while Ms. Vina V. Temanel, Administrative
Officer IV (AO IV) from CRASD was adjudged the Best Female
in Business Attire. The SOCD office also garnered the Best
AVP award. Other specials awards handed were the Best in
Floral Attire for the women’s category given to Ms. Catherin
S. Pauig of PSA Cagayan while Mr. Reynaldo P. Gurat, Jr. of PSA
Quirino was awarded the Best in Floral Attire for men’s category.

To fortify camaraderie and rapport between and among
officials and employees of the provincial and regional offices, the
traditional team building activity was also conducted which
resulted in the display of community of effort and enthusiasm
of every team members in surmounting every task prepared
and facilitated by PSA Isabela.
Further, to keep the spirit of unionism among rank and file
employees of the PSA-RSSO II, the General Assembly
of all Union of Statistics Employees (USE) in Region II was
conducted where new set of officers were elected. Ms.
Reyma C. Tabalno was again elected president of USE Region
II who garnered more than 50% of the votes.

The Regional Planning Workshop will not be complete without the RD’s hour. As an opening
salvo, the energetic and very accommodating Regional Director of Region II detailed her
reminders on matters of utmost importance like forms to be submitted, termination letters for JO, among
others. Her discussion revolved around the calendar of activities for 2019, which she mentioned
was really overwhelming. But pragmatic and optimistic that she was, she said that we being
united, strong-minded and innovative Region II can do it with flying colors.
CSS Julius M. Emperador of the host province of Isabela formally close the 2019 RPW by expressing
his confidence that Region II is now equipped to face the challenges of 2019. He said that working
smarter through innovations reminds us how innovations can ease doing business not just for our
frontline transactions but also in our internal transactions for us to achieve our vision to be solid,
responsive and world class PSA. As a final word he shared a quote from Mr. William A. Ward, “Four
steps to achievement: Plan purposefully, Prepare prayerfully, Proceed positively and Pursue persistently”.
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PASKUHAN SA NAYON AT PSA-RSSO II
Dressed
with
their
best
cultural attire, the Philippine Statistics
Authority RSSO II officials and employees
celebrated a night of love and
laughter with its 2018 fellowship night,
bannering the theme, Paskuhan sa
Nayon on December 13, 2018 at Zen
Hotel, Santiago City, Isabela.
The host province of Isabela,
through the leadership of Chief
Statistical Specialist (CSS) Julius M.
Emperador, complemented the year’s
theme by decorating and adorning the
venue with banners, bamboos, giant
christmas tree and a nipahut reflecting
the typical christmas at the barrio.

In his inspirational message,
Dir.Socrates
L.
Ramores,
OIC-Assistant
National
Statistician (ANS) for Finance and
Administrative
Service
(FAS)
of
the
PSA Central
Office, highlighted the true meaning and essence of christmas which
is forgiveness, open-handedness
and most of all, humility. He also
encouraged the employees to
make time and enjoy the yuletide
season with their family no matter
how tight and busy their schedule is.
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Paskuhan sa Nayon will not be complete without the Cultural Dance Competition and Choral Competition.For the
Choral Competition, participating provinces sang the 2017 ABS-CBN Christmas Station ID entitled “Just Love.”

The Province of Batanes was proclaimed winner for the best rendition of
“Just Love”. They won a cash gift of one
thousand pesos while the other PSA offices received consolation prizes.

For their overall performance during
the 3-day activity Mr. Reynaldo P.
Gurat of Quirino and Ms. Sheryll Elaine
S. Rigua of the Regional Office were
crowned Mr. and Mrs. RPW 2019.
All the hard work and team efforts of the Regional Office
prospered as they won Best in Cultural Dance
presentation. They received two thousand pesos as cash
prize.
All performances were adjudged by Director Ramores, Ms.
Elinora D. Cofield, City Civil Registrar of Santiago City and
the Chairman of the Board of Judges, Ms. Remelinda V.
Punzalan, Municipal Civil Registrar of San Isidro Isabela.
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“BY A SMALL
SAMPLE, WE MAY
JUDGE OF THE
WHOLE PIECE.”
- MIGUEL DE CERVANTES
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In the fulfillment of its task mandated by RA 10625, various statistical undertakings were
implemented in 2018 which includes the conduct of surveys and censuses including
collection and consolidation of administrative recordings. The agency’s effort to inform the
public of the results of its surveys was also carried out during the year via nationwide and
/or regionwide dissemination forum proven to be an effective medium to reach the greater
portion of the public particularly the stakeholders, users and clients of the organization.
Along the implementation of this enormous task were its effort and initiative to enhance
its data collection and generation of results processes that centered on the adoption and
use of available and appropriate technology to ease the burden of collecting and collating
information. To some extent, the year 2018 marked another milestone in the PSA history
as it accepted the challenge in responding to the bulk of indicators’ requirement of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by expanding its sample coverage and conduct
of new surveys.
As conduit of these various undertakings in the region, the Regional Statistical
Service Office II (RSSO II) through its Statistical Operation and Coordination Division
(SOCD), performed and delivered assiduously its functions that led to the successful
implementation of all the activities undertaken by its provincial statistics offices. Primarily,
RSSO II led the conduct of various second level trainings or operational trainings including
regional briefings of all types of surveys and censuses related activities implemented in the
region. Across provinces, RSSO II officials and employees were also deployed to assist the
provinces in the conduct of their third level trainings or provincial briefings to ensure
uniform understanding of the concepts and procedures in the conduct of these activities. To ensure survey protocols, the untiring Regional Director led the regional staff and
employees in complementing the provincial statistics offices’ personnel during the conduct
of supervision, re-interview, post enumeration including spot checking and backchecking
activities of all the surveys conducted during the year.
With the decentralization of the manual and machine processing of some of its surveys,
the regional office also made sure that the processing at the provincial statistics offices
are within the terms through its regular consultation, visitation and monitoring and to the
extent of providing technical assistance in matters that were not settled at the provincial
level. This office also served as pipeline in the resolution of issues emanating from the
provincial statistics offices and were resolved by the subject matter division at the Central Office.
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LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
LABOR FORCE SURVEY (LFS)
The LFS is a flagship activity of the PSA
conducted quarterly and aims to gathers
data on demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the population and is
used to estimate levels of employment and
unemployment of the country. It is classified
under
household-based
surveys
and data collection is lodge at the different provincial statistics offices nationwide.
During the year 2018, the regional office
participated in four Task Force Trainings
(TFT) and consequently conducted four 2nd
Level Trainings (2LT) during the last weeks of
March, June, September and December. These
trainings were attended in full force by the
Chief Statistical Specialists (CSSs) of the
different provinces accompanied by their
respective designated Provincial Focal Persons
(PFP) including employees from the Statistical
Operations and Coordination Division (SOCD)
who were assigned to assist the provinces
during the conduct of their 3rd Level Training
and during supervision. The training usually
last for two days and the LFS Regional Focal
Person (RFP) who attended the TFT served as
trainers during this quarterly regional briefing.
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LFS supervision is usually conducted during
the 1st five days of the data collection
period. Personnel from the provinces involved
in the supervision were augmented by RSSO II
officials and employees headed by the
RD. This will give assurance that all
hired Statistical Researchers (SR) were
guided in the conduct of the LFS and errors and
inconsistencies committed including issues
met during the 1st few days of the operation
were corrected and resolved.
Subsequently, for every survey period, the
regional office administered data consistency
checking, validation and certification pass to
all the data files submitted by the provinces to
ensure a clean data file for the region is
submitted to the subject matter division in the
Central Office. Wrapping the region’s task for
this particular survey is the preparation and
submission of the Regional Consolidated
Narrative and Financial Report courtesy of the
RFP.
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Labor Turnover Survey (LTS)

The LTS is a nationwide quarterly survey of
establishments
which
aims
to
generate
quarterly data on labor turnover (accession and separation rates) as useful indicators of labor market
activity.
This provides the government and the
private sector a complete picture of labor demand
and job turnover as inputs to decision making and
policy formulation.
This maiden survey in the region covers 84
sample establishments with 20 or more
workers. The province of Isabela being the largest
province in the region cornered about 44 percent of
the sample establishments while Cagayan province
shared about 35 percent. The remaining 21 percent
was distributed in the provinces of Nueva Vizcaya,
Batanes and Quirino. With this distribution of the
sample establishments, only three provinces were
involved in the activity in view of the limited number
of samples in the provinces of Batanes and Quirino
which was handled by the concerned division in the
Central Office.
The
sample
establishments
were
visited
quarterly for purposes of distribution and
collection of the questionnaires used in the survey. During the 1st quarter of the year, the 2nd
Level Training was spearheaded by the personnel
from the subject 7matter division and subsequent
quarterly briefings were already conducted in the
provinces of Cagayan, Isabela and Nueva Vizcaya
with the assistance of the LTS Regional Focal
Person (RFP).
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OCCUPATIONAL WAGES SURVEY (OWS) and
INTEGRATED SURVEY ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
(ISLE)

This twin establishment-based surveys are
conducted simultaneously every two (2) years
with the target samples from agricultural and
non-agricultural establishments employing 20
or more workers. The OWS aims to generate
statistics for wage and salary administration
and wage determination in collective bargaining
negotiations while ISLE provides information on
employment and employment conditions including industrial relations.
Also captured in the ISLE are information on
industry trends and practices, occupational
injuries and diseases and to include labor cost
on a less frequent basis.The survey was implemented in the region during the second
semester with the 2nd Level Training conducted
in August 21-24, 2018. To insure uniform understanding and to take advantage of the presence
of personnel from the subject matter division
who served as trainers, this office decided to include hired Statistical Researchers (SRs) from
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the provinces of Cagayan, Isabela and Nueva
Vizcaya during the regional briefing. Minus
the conduct of the 3rd Level Training or the
Provincial Briefing,the strategy further gave
the provinces more leeway in their various and
overlapping activities conducted during the month.
Prior to the conduct of the 2LT, the regional office
facilitated the Regional Dissemination Forum held
at Ilagan, Isabela. The forum was an avenue to disseminate the result of the two surveys conducted
in 2016 and was fully participated by stakeholders
that includes representatives from the business
sector, government agencies in charge of the
labor sector and media partners within the region.
To date, machine processing at the
provincial
statistics
offices
is
underway and the regional office is
expected to execute its certification pass and
submit clean data file during the 1st quarter of
2019.

SURVEY ON OVERSEAS FILIPINOS (SOF)

The SOF is conducted once a year purposely to
generate information on the estimates of Filipinos
abroad (whether with contract or not) and their socioeconomic profile. It also captures information on the
amount and mode of remittances received by their
families whether in cash or in kind.
This survey is a rider to the LFS and conducted every
October. It covers the same sample households of the
LFS but only those sample households with family
members abroad are qualified to be interviewed. All the
facet of the survey is simultaneously undertaken with
the conduct of the LFS except that the filled-up and
manually edited SOF questionnaire were forwarded to PSA
central office for processing and tabulating of the results. As it is regularly done, the LFS RFP in tandem
with the LFS PFP took charge in the implementation of
this survey in October 2018.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

FAMILY INCOME AND EXP E
Conducted in July 2018, the FIES is a rider to
the LFS and it is the eighteenth in the survey
series undertaken every three years. It gathers data on income and expenditure of Filipino
families and other indicators affecting changes
and patterns of their earnings and
disbursements.

The data collected from this survey is also
used in determining income disparity among
Filipino families and provides information
for the estimation of poverty threshold and
incidence in the country. Internally, basic data
on family consumption provides benchmark
information for the PSA to update the weights
in the estimation of the Consumer Price Index
(CPI).
The huge data requirement for monitoring the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) paved
the way for the expanded sample households of the 2018 FIES. The 2018 FIES will respond to the data needs of up to the provincial
level of disaggregation. With this, about
8 thousand sample household were enumerated in the region during the first visit (V1) in the
whole month of July 2018. Except for the province of Batanes, sample households were fairly
distributed across the four provinces.Three levels
of training were employed prior to the enumeration period of the survey. The 1st Level Training
was attended by the two RSSO II staff who served
as trainers during the 2nd Level Training (2LT).
The 2LT was actively participated by the different
provincial heads of the PSA and their two
Provincial Focal Persons.
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Three employees from the region were also
included during the 2LT and who were subsequently deployed to the different mainland
provinces to assist in the conduct of the 3rd
Level Training (3LT). The conduct of the 3LT
immediately follows after the 2LT and across
regions, 2 classes per province were facilitated
with the exception of the province of Batanes
which has only one class. These three levels
of training usually lasted for more than four
days and was conducted right after the training of the LFS. There were about 250 Statistical
Researchers (SRs) who undergone the 3rd
Level Training and were deployed in the different
sample enumerations areas across the region.

ENDITURE SURVEY (FIES)

The FIES still employs a paper and pencil
interview using an 80-page questionnaire,
hence, the need to assure consistency and
completeness of entries through manual
processing at the provincial statistics offices.
About 100 SR’s were hired across the region
to undertake the manual processing.

Like any undertakings of the PSA, three
levels of training were also conducted prior to the
manual processing with the regional office spearheading the 2LT and assisting the
provinces during the conduct of its 3LT.
The region’s task did not end in conducting trainings alone but it made sure that
manually edited FIES questionnaire were
acceptable. This was done through regular visit
and spot checking of the edited questionnaire
by the regional technical staff in the different
provincial processing centers.

For easier tabulation, the manually edited
questionnaires were forwarded to the region
for encoding. The regional office took charge
in the machine processing with the employment of 20 SR’s who worked for more than
a month in encoding the entries captured in
the FIES questionnaire of about 8 thousand
sample households regionwide. Prior to their
formal engagement as machine processors,
the SR’s also underwent a one-day machine
processing briefing conducted by the RFP. To
date, FIES V1 is still undergoing data verification and validation at the regional office.
Winding up the sets of activities in region for
this survey is the submission of the Regional
Consolidated Narrative and Financial Report
courtesy of the region through its RFP.
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GENDER
WOMEN AND MEN (WAM) IN CAGAYAN
VALLEY: 2018 STATISTICAL HANDBOOK
In support to the Gender and Development program of
the office and in its effort to lay down bases for policies
and programs to improve the condition and welfare of
women and various sectors in the region, the regional
office prepared its maiden issue of the Women and Men
in Cagayan Valley in 2018.
The handbook provides information on the women
involvement, participation, contributions and situations
in areas of population, labor and employment, agriculture, education, health, social welfare and development,
peace and human rights, migration and environment.
The handbook presents the latest gender statistics
through tables and charts with short explanatory notes
and brief analyses highlighting important features of the
data.
This was crafted purposely for the policy and decision makers, planners, and gender advocates for the
development of policies and programs to uplift the
welfare of the sector and to foster maximum gender
equality. The maiden issue was made possible through
the provision of relevant information of the different
regional line agencies after the six-month period of data
collection during the 1st semester of 2018.
Tabular, graph and textual presentations including
analyses of the information were undertaken by the
office during the 2nd and 3rd quarter of year. Final draft
of the handbook was forwarded to PSA central Office
on October 15, 2018.In the fulfillment of its mandate to
disseminate its products and services, PSA RSSO II is
determined to launch the WAM during the celebration of
the Women’s Month in March 2019.
And, to intensify further its dissemination campaign
in order to reach a wider portion of the public, this
office also planned to disseminate through
infographics all information contained in the handbook
via its regional website and to its partners and stakeholders.
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HEALTH
NATIONAL DEMOGRAPHIC AND
HEALTH SURVEY (NDHS)
The NDHS is designed to provide information
on population, family planning, reproductive
health, maternal and child care, early childhood
mortality, awareness of HIV/AIDS and other
diseases including data on violence against
women in the country. Conducted every five
(5) years with households as samples, the
latest survey in 2017 is the 11th in the series of
demographic surveys that started in 1968. It
was conducted one year earlier as planned in
response to the need of the current administration’s benchmark data on health, and coincidentally, the need to address baseline information
for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
committed by the country.
Additionally, information captured in the NDHS
is essential in the formulation, evaluation and
monitoring of plans and programs on health
and other health related cases in the country.
With the assistance of the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID), ICF International and the Department
of Health (DOH), the survey was conducted
using Computer Aided Personal Interview (CAPI).
During the year 2018, the PSA winded the NDHS
timetable with the conduct of dissemination forum
at the national and regional Level.
Guided by the success of the 2017 NDHS
National Data Dissemination Forum held sometime in September 2018 at Manila, PSA-RSSO
II conducted the 2017 NDHS Regional Data
Dissemination Forum on November 9, 2018 at
Crown Pavillion, Tuguegarao City.

About 100 stakeholders which include Regional Line Agencies, Academe, Non-Government Organizations
(NGOs), Women’s Group, Local Government Units (LGUs), PSA officials and employees from the different
provinces and media partners regionwide attended the event. NEDA Region II OIC Regional Director graced
the occasion and stressed in his keynote address the importance of human capital in the growth and progress
of the country.
Three speakers were also invited to discuss policies and programs implications of the NDHS findings particularly on Fertility and Family Planning which was eloquently discussed by the representative from the Population Commission. Findings on Maternal Health was concisely responded by a
representative from the Department of Health, and on Women Empowerment including Violence against
Women that was elaborated by the representative from the Department of Social Welfare and Development.
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POPULATION
NATIONAL MIGRATION SURVEY (NMS)

The NMS is the first compendious survey in the Philippines that focused on migration. It
was designed to capture information on movements of people within the country and their
travel abroad and address the data needs on the scope of immigration and emigration.
Specifically, the survey aims to examine the different types of migration such as return migration,
seasonal migration including migration of people displaced due to natural and man-made disorder.
It also aims to collect and analyze factors that affects the levels and patterns of
migration and study the processes of migration to include decision making and facilitating factors.
The implementation of the survey particularly data collection, was outsourced to the
University of the Philippines Population Institute (UPPI) that handled its own recruitment of their
enumerator’s requirement. The regional office only facilitated the preparation of the utilities’
requirements during the 2nd Level Training held at Taj Hotel, Tuguegarao City on July 2-7, 2018.
During enumeration, the NMS Regional Focal Person (RFP) also coordinated with
the LGU’s for the smooth conduct of the survey and assisted PSA Central Office
personnel and UPPI counterparts in supervising twelve (12) enumerators deployed in the
different provinces. The data collection period that started on the 3rd week of July lasted for
three months after covering more than 1,700 samples in the five provinces of the region.
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PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES TO THE 2020 CENSUS
OF POPULATION AND HOUSING (2020 CPH)
The PSA envisions to update existing digitized maps to
come up with accurate and reliable maps for use in the
data collection during census and survey operations,
information dissemination activities, spatial analysis,
and in the development of the sampling frame for the
Master Samples of household-based surveys and
other sampling frames. One of the important thrusts
of the map updating activity is to geo-tag the building
structures found on selected sample Primary
Sampling Units (PSUs). The 2018 geo-tagging
activity is a component of the continuous rolling
scheme for the updating of maps of the PSA, which
is expected to be completed prior to the conduct
of the 2020 Census of Population and Housing.
During the year, the geo-tagging activity in the
region takes off with the conduct of the 2nd
Level Training (2LT) on February 26 to March 2,
2018 held at Las Palmas Hotel and Resort, Tuguegarao City. The 2LT was hosted and facilitated by the
regional office through its Regional Focal Person
(RFP). The RFP also extended assistance to selected provinces during the conduct of their 3rd
Level Training conducted on March 19-23, 2018 in
their respective provinces. Actual geo-tagging of
building structures in the four provinces of the region conducted by hired Map Data Collectors started on April 2, 2018 with more than 1 thousand Enumeration Areas to be completed within four months
of the field operation.

Geo-tagging in the region culminated sometime in
August 2018, a monthlong delay from the target
date of completion, in view of the increase in the expected number of building structures coupled with
frequent unfavorable weather condition that halted the activity in some enumeration areas. With this
development, the regional office hardly beat the
timetable for uploading of the shapefiles extracted
from the submitted files of the provinces concerned
but was head of its time in the submission of the
Regional Consolidated Narrative and Financial Report.
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ESTABLISHMENT BASED SURVEYS FOR ECONOMIC STATISTICS
2017 ANNUAL SURVEY OF PHILIPPINE BUSINESS
AND INDUSTRY (ASPBI)
224

175

69
21
Batanes

16
Cagayan

Isabela

Nueva Vizcaya

Quirino

ASPBI is one of the country’s comprehensive sources of information on businesses and
industries. As a designated statistical activity of PSA, it aims to generate necessary statistics
needed for economic planning and analysis.
In 2018, PSA conducted the 2017 ASBI, the 46th on the series of annual surveys undertaken by
the agency since the 1956 Annual Survey of Manufacturers. Specifically, ASPBI aims to collect
and generate information on the levels, structure and performance including trends of economic
activities of the formal sector of the economy.

Similar with other surveys conducted during the year, PSA-RSSO II through SOCD
spearheaded the conduct of the 2nd Level Training for enumeration of the 2017 ASPBI last March
20-22 at its training center participated by the PSA provincial heads and their respective focal
persons. It also extended assistance in the conduct of the 3rd Level Training in the provinces
to assure uniform understanding and adherence to the survey protocols. PSA-RSSO II through
SOCD focal person also spearheaded the conduct of the 2nd Level Training for Data Processing
on June 13-15, 2019 at Hotel Carmelita, Tuguegarao City with the participation of all provincial
staff involve in the distribution and collection of the questionnaires for the 2017 ASPBI. Central
office personnel from the subject matter division assisted the regional focal person during the said
training.
A total of 505 sample establishments were visited and responded to the 2017 ASBI with the
enumeration lasted for about three months that started during the 1st week of April 2019.
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CENSUS OF PHILIPPINE BUSINESS AND
INDUSTRY (CPBI)

The CPBI is one of the three censuses conducted by the PSA and the CPBI for the year 2018 is
the 16th in the series of economic censuses in the Philippines. The full cycle of the 2018 CPBI has
two major phases which include the 2018 CPBI Phase I or the comprehensive Updating of the List
of Establishments (ULE) which involve the inquiry on the basic characteristics of establishments
to update the Statistical Business Register (SBR) for the preparation of the sample census frame.
The ULE operation are undertaken primarily to provide an updated and reliable frame for
establishment and enterprise-based surveys and censuses. As conduit for all statistical undertakings in the provincial statistics offices regionwide, PSA-RSSO II led conduct of the 2nd Level
Training last March 5-9, 2018 held at PSA Training Center. The regional focal person, with the
assistance of personnel from PSA Central Office, served as resource persons during the training
which was attended by the different provincial heads together with their focal persons. The census
employed the Computer Aided Personal Interview (CAPI) during enumeration and all information
collected were processed at respective provincial statistics offices. To guide the provinces during
processing, the 2nd Level Training for machine processing was spearheaded by the regional
office courtesy of the regional focal person with the assistance of personnel from PSA Central
Office. The census resulted in the collection and updating of the basic characteristics of about
37,853 establishments regionwide.
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CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS FROM APPROVED
BUILDING PERMITS

Construction statistics generated from approved building permits provide monthly data on
building construction at the municipal level nationwide which include statistics on the number of
constructions, floor area, type of building and value of construction.
These statistics are bases of estimates of the level of construction activity useful in the computation
of national income accounts and indicators on the level of investment in the country.The collection
of this administrative data started in 1977 in collaboration with the Local Government Units (LGUs)
nationwide through Joint Memorandum Circular issued by the Department of Interior and Local Government and the Department of Public Works and Highways.
Currently, PSA provincial statistics offices are tasked to collect and processed these data from the
different LGU’s and tabulation of the same was still lodge at PSA Central Office.PSA-RSSO II, on
the other hand, as part of strengthening its dissemination services, prepared and disseminated two
Special Releases of Construction Statistics from Approved Building Permits in the region covering
the 1st two quarters of 2018.
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COORDINATION OF THE REGIONAL STATISTICS
COMMITTEE 2 (RSC2)
The Regional Statistics Committee 2 (RSC2), being the highest policymaking and
coordinating body on all statistical matters in the region, continuously conducts quarterly
meetings in order to constantly improve statistical planning, programming and coordination at the regional and provincial levels, thus ensuring effective organization within the
Cagayan Valley Regional Statistical System (RSS).
The RSC2, through the PSA-RSSO II being the RSC2 Secretariat, convened a total of
nine (9) meetings in 2018, including four (4) quarter meetings and five (5) adhoc/special
meetings; discussed twenty-three (23) agenda items; and adopted eight(8) resolutions.
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Figure 1. Average participation rate of RSC2 members/representatives and number of RSC2
presentations/agenda items for approval/discussion/information in quarterly meetings convened

1st Quarter Meeting on 12 March2018
at Manios Pampanguena,
Tuguegarao City

2nd Quarter Meeting on 22 June 2018
at Las Palmas, Tuguegarao City

4thQuarter Meeting on 21 December
2018 at Las Palmas, Tuguegarao City
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AND COORDINATION
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CAGAYAN VALLEY REGIONAL STATISTICAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (CV-RSDP) 2018-2023
The Cagayan Valley Regional Statistical
Development Program (CV-RSDP) 20182023 is a mechanism for setting the
directions, thrusts and priorities of the
Cagayan Valley Regional Statistical System
(RSS), which envisions a responsive,
effective and efficient Cagayan Valley
RSS that provides quality statistics for
evidence-based decisions towards the
improvement of life of its people.

With strong support and adequate resources, the
CV-RSDP 2018-2023 shall contribute to the overall development and improvement in the operations
of the RSS, thereby ensuring production of quality
statistics that will address information needs of
various stakeholders in the Region.
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The CV-RSDP 2018-2023 was formulated through
the concerted efforts of various stakeholders in the
Region who contributed their time and knowledge
during the series of consultative workshops and
writeshops. Rigorous processes, which involved
all members of the RSC2, a Technical Working
Group (TWG) under the umbrella of the RSC2 and
PSA- RSSO II technical staff, were undertaken in the
formulation of the CV-RSDP including:
Consultative meeting between PSA-RSSO II and NEDA RO2
technical staff on the formulation of CV-RSDP 2018-2023 on
January 16, 2018 at NEDA Regional Office 2, Regional Government
Center, Carig Sur, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan, to discuss matters on
the formulation of the CV-RSDP 2018-2023 such as integration of
RSDP Forms 1 and 2 results to the formulation of RSDP, mechanics
and chapters of the RSDP, among others, and other preparatory
activities prior to the convening of the TWG.
Drafting of the strategic planning framework and general template/
outline of CV-RSDP 2018-2023 by Ms. Sheryll Elaine S. Rigua of
PSA RSSO II to easily facilitate discussion during the TWG workshop/consultative meeting
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1 and 2.

Consultative Meeting on the Formulation of the CV-RSDP 2018 2023 on
January 29, 2018 at Hotel Carmelita,
Tuguearao City, Cagayan, which focused
on acquiing inputs from RSC2 and TWG
member agencies for the formulation of
the said CV-RSDP using RSDP Forms

Writeshop on the Formulation of the CV-RSDP
2018-2023 on January 30-31, 2018 at PSA Training
Center, Nursery Site, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan,
wherein only selected members of the RSC2 and the
TWG were invited to assist PSA=RSSO II technical
staff in drafting CV-RSDP 2018-2023 chapters

Editing/consolidation of initial outputs during the writeshop
was done by Ms. Rigua in preparation for the initial
checking/scrutiny of the CV-RSDP 2018-2023 by the
TWG members.

Initial Commentary was done on the CV-RSDP 2018-2023 on March 06, 2018 at PSA-RSSO II,
Carig Sur, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan, which was a follow-through activity of the writeshop on the
formulation of the CV-RSDP 2018-2023 wherein selected TWG members were invited to attend the
meeting for the initial commentary/critiquing/scrutiny of the CV-RSDP 2018-2023. Another meeting
was conducted for the initial commentary/critiquing/scrutiny on Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of the CV-RSDP
2018-2023 on March 10, 2018 at PSA-RSSO II, Carig Sur, Tuguegarao City, which was participated
by PSA-RSSO II technical staff together with Regional Director Marilyn T. Estrada.
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Presentation of the initial draft of CV-RSDP 2018-2023 to the RSC2 members during its 11th
Regular Business Meeting (1st qtr. 2018) on March 12, 2018 at Manio’s Pampanguena Restaurant,
Tuguegarao City, Cagayan, for their review and the approval of the CV-RSDP.
Editing/final checking of the CV-RSDP 2018-2023 was done by Ms. Rigua wherein comments/
additional inputs raised during the 11th RSC2 meeting were reflected/incorporated to the CV-RSDP 2018-2023. After which, the revised write-up was sent via email to all RSC2 and TWG member
agencies for their final checking.

RSC2 special meeting for the approval of the CV-RSDP
2018-2023 on March 14, 2018 at PSA-RSSO II, Carig
Sur, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan via RSC2 ResolutionNo. 01, Series of 2018, “Approving and Endorsing to
the Philippine Statistics Authority Board the Cagayan Valley
Regional Statistical Development Program (CV-RSDP) 2018-2023.”
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29TH
NSM
29TH
NSM
29TH
NSM
29TH NSM
Cagayan Valley, through the joint efforts of RSC2 member agencies, joined
the Philippine Statistical System (PSS)
in the celebration of the 29th National
Statistics Month (NSM), with the theme,“Exploring Philippine Wonders in Numbers:
Statitics Towards Sustainable Tourism
Development.”The 29th NSM celebration highlights/reflects the importance of
statistics in achieving a sustainable
and progressive tourism growth for the
country, basically the need for statistics
to identify potential tourism havens and
areas that require intevention.

The RSC2, designated by the PSA
Board to spearhead all NSM activities in
the Region, through PSA-RSSO II. As
mandated to provide technical and administrative support to all RSC2 undertakings,
exerted dynamic brainstorming and
overwhelming preparations to come
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up with activities lined-up for the
month-long celebration of Statistics.

The preparation started with sending
communications that requested the: (1)
submission of a detailed list of proposed
organization-wide NSM activities with
particular emphasis on the theme; (2)
display of 29th NSM streamers
/ tarpaulins in building façade throughout
the month of October to aid in information
dissemination; and (3) extension of financial
and/or in-kind assistance for the conduct of
major
regionwide/interagency
NSM
activities as identified by the RSC2, to
different government agencies, private
sectors, academic institutions, local
government units and the media. This
was done to synchronize all agency
efforts in the 29th NSM celebration.

The activities conducted were as follows:

13%

3%

23%

Symposium/
Seminar/ Press
Conference

Others

Publicity/
Motorcade/

3%

Statistical Quizbee

4%

Training /
Workshop

11%
Poster/Slogan/
Essay/ Orractorical/ Jingle/
Spoken Word
Poetry

11%

43%

IEC/Exhibit//
Information
Dissemination/
Film Showing

With the numerous regionwide activities conducted in
observance of 29th NSM, the significant undertaking was made
known to the public; hence greater number of participants and
involvement among different types of audiences were
attained, furthering advocacy for the ideals of statistics in the
Region.
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29th NSM Celebration
Kicked Off via MTB Fun
Ride
The collective celebration of the 29th
NSM in Cagayan Valley started with
a kick-off/ launching activity via a
Mountain Bike (MTB) Fun Ride entitled, “Estadistika: Isang Padyak
tungo sa Kaunlarang Panturismo ng
Lambak ng Cagayan,” spearheaded by the PSA-RSSO II on 30 September 2018 around Tuguegarao
City. The said MTB Fun Ride, which
bore the tagline #NSMPadyak, was
carried out in recognition of the
increasing number of cycling/biking
enthusiasts in the Cagayan Valley.
It served as an avenue in reaching
greater audience for the 29th NSM
celebration, thus effectively increasing advocacy for the very significant
undertaking.

A total of two hundred fifteen (215) pre and on-site
registered biking/cycling enthusiasts participated in the
successfully executed MTB Fun Ride. Together with some
eighty-one (81) PSA-RSSO II staff and co-organizers and
representatives from partner and support agencies, such
as the City Government of Tuguegarao, Tuguegarao
City Traffic Management Group (TCTMG), Tuguegarao
City Police Station, and Tuguegarao’s City Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management Office (CDRRMO) which
ensured the safety and security of all participants during
the conduct of the activity, they gathered together and
rode a total of 24.0 kilometers around the vicinity of
Tuguegarao City to increase awareness on the relevance
of statistics in achieving a sustainable and progressive
tourism growth for the region, and for the country as well.
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Engr. Girme M. Bayucan
discussed the overview of
the Case Study on the Local
Tourism Data Ecosystem in
Guimaras, and an overview
of the Statistical Survey
Review and
Clearance
System (SSRCS).

Opening Ceremony

The 29th NSM opening ceremo- Chief Tourism Operations Ofny, last 01 October 2018 at ficer of Department of Tourism
Hotel Camelita, Tuguegarao Regional Officer 2 (DOT RO2),
City. The 29th NSM Opening gave advocacy lecture for the
Ceremony was graced by participants,emphasizing
the presence of and PSA- the importance of collecting
RSSO II RD and RSC2 the right statistics as well
Vice-Chairperson Marilyn T. as using those in tourism
Estrada, who delivered the development.
opening remarks, and NEDA
RO2 OIC RD and RSC2 She discussed the highChairperson Dir. Dionisio C. lights and challenges in
Ledres, Jr., who delivered a the tourism industry. She
message touching on Cagay- encouraged in coming up
an Valley Region being an with consistent submis“emerging tourism destination.” sion of data from tourism
attractions and accomestalishments.
Ms.
Fanibeth
Domingo, modation

The Department of Tourism
Region 2 hosted the opening
ceremony participants from
various print and broadcast
media agencies, LGUs, academic institutions, and
RLAs including the PSA.

PSA-RSSO II SOCD Chief

LGU’s Week via Tipon-Tipan: Media Interview with
Provincial Tourism Officers
In an effort to raise awareness on the relevance
of statistics in achieving a sustainable and
progressive tourism growth for Cagayan Valley,
Provincial Planning and Tourism Officers of the different Provincial Local Government Units (PLGUs)
in the Region, together with DOT RO2 RD Virgilio
Maguigad and representatives from PSA-RSSO
II, were accommodated to guest in the television
show, “Tipon-Tipan sa PIA” on 09 October 2018.
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Regional Data Dissemination Forum on
Livestock and Poultry
In line with its function to efficiently
collect,
process,
analyze
and
disseminate
official
statistics
on
agriculture and fisheries as inputs to
policy formulation and decision-making in
support of sustainable development,
and with its sincere effort to present the
available
agricultural
statistical
products of the agency to its stakeholders and
other data users, PSA-RSSO II initiated
and conducted the “Data Dissemination
Forum on Livestock and Poultry” on 12
October 2018 at 3K Hotel, Santiago City,
as part of the 29th NSM celebration.

Regional Data Dissemination Forum on Cereals and
Other Major Crops

In addition to disseminating livestock and poultry statistics and to further fulfil its mandate to disseminate its
products and services, the PSA-RSSO II also initiated
and conducted in celebration of the 29th NSM the “Data
Dissemination Forum on Cereals and Other Major Crops”
on 19 October 2018 at Crown Pavilion, Tuguegarao City.
A total of seventy-one (71) attendees from different
agencies and local government units directly involved in
agriculture, including media partners within the Region
actively participated in the said forum.
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Tipon-Tipan: Media Interview with PSA RSSO 2 on Awareness of PSA
Products and Services and PhilID
In line with the campaign for the Republic Act No.
11055 or the “Philippine Identification System
(PhilSys) Act,” PSA-RSSO II staff along with representatives from PSA Provincial Statistics Offices, once again
guestedin the television show, “Tipon-Tipan sa PIA” on 23
October 2018. This was done to increase awareness
on the national identification system which involes the
creation of a single official identification card for all
Filipino citizens and foreign residents in the country.
Moreover, the TV Show also served as an avenue to further raise awareness of the public on the
different products and services of the PSA wherein it was noted that Cagayanos today are more aware
of the importance of having their children registered for their official birth certificates. The audience
was also informed of the different lined-up activities of the 29th NSM celebration in Cagayan Valley.

Social Media Up and Running : Using Media as a Tool in
Increasing Public’s Awareness on Statistics
In its efforts to communicate effectively the mandates and thrust of the PSS
and the PSA as well, the PSA-RSSO II
conducted a regionwide Social Media
training for its employees on 24 October
2018 at Hotel Carmelita, Tuguegarao City.
The activity was designed for PSA
employees to fortify the use of social
media to better communicate its products
and services to the public in a valuable
and meaningful way. Furthermore, the
activity was also designed to engage
participants in talks to brand statistics, through press releases and other
information materials more palatable to
the eyes of the Filipino Community.

Ms. Ma. Isaandra N. Miguel of PSA RSSO 2, Ms. Merry
Ann Wandas of Brigada Cauayan and Mr. Billy Jake
Cortez, the Social Media Administrator of Abbott
Pharmaceuticals, served as resource speakers during
the training.
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As part of the 29th National
Statistics
Month
(NSM)
celebration, and in line with
this year’s theme “Exploring
Philippine Wonders in Numbers: Statistics Towards Sustainable Tourism Development,”
PSA- RSSO II conducted
an Adopt a Class Outreach
Program to Introduce the importance of Tourism Statistics and other Statistical data
to the youth of Cataggaman
National
High
Schol,
Cattagaman, Tuguegarao City.
SOCD Chief Engr. Girme
Bayucan presented the background and function of the
agency which was formed through
Republic Act 10625 merging
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4 major statistical agencies
engaged in primary data
collection and compilation of
secondary data.

recording of vital events in the
life of an individual. This includes
birth, marriage, death as well as
all decrees, legal instruments and
judicial orders affecting his civil
He further discussed the status.
products and services of the
agency, such as the conduct of Supervising Statistical Specialist
censuses, household-based (SSS), Ms. Mary Jane Cabauatan
and industry-based surveys discussed the Palay and Crops
and civil registration services. Situation of the Region in 2017.
Engr. Bayucan also presented
the Tourism Statistics.
Registration
Officer
IV,
Rose Pacay gave a detailed
presentation
on
Civil
Registration. She related that
the Civil Registration in the
Philippines is a continuous,
permanent and
compulsory

Culminating
Activities/

The PSA-RSSO II successfully managed to conduct the
29th NSM Closing Ceremony with a blast. This was held
on a later date last November 20, 2018 at the Cagayan
State University (CSU) Gymnasium, Andrews Campus,
Tuguegarao City, the closing ceremony was sponsored by
the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas in coordination with the
Regional Statistics Committee 02 (RSC2).

To showcase student’s talents and instil appreciation on
the importance of statistics in the minds of the youth,
along with transforming statistics into an exciting and
interesting subject, the contested activities were
PSA’s initiative to make statistics sexy through
communication using modern techniques such as;
on-the–spot infographics design contest, on-the-spot
poster making contest, on-the-spot slogan making
contest and spoken word poetry competition among
Higher Education institutions in Region 02.
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On-the-spot infographics contest

Spoken word poetry competition

Regional Statistics Quiz Exhibition Game

On-the-spot poster making contest

On-the-spot slogan making contest
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One of the activities is the Regional Statistics Quiz Exhibition Game among employees, entitled
Pulso ng Rehiyon Dos: “Tagisan ng Talino Labanan ng mga Kawani ng Gobyerno sa larangan ng
Estadistika.”
“Pulso ng Rehiyon Dos” is a quiz contest based on the results of a survey polled to 100 respondents.
It aims to develop among participants a better awareness of and understanding about the knowhow
of the said 100 respondents regarding the different facts and trivia in the Region. The Quiz Bee
was opened to all interested private and government employees of at most 3 members per team.
Questions covered basic statistics concepts, facts and figures about Cagayan Valley, and anything
under the sun that was surveyed to 100 respondents.
Among the participants that attended the whole-day activity, twelve (12) teams were formed, each of
which consisted of three members from different agencies. The teams names were Team Afi, Team
Centrum Complete, Team Fiesta, i-Team, Team BAH!, Team Makas, Team Ora et Labora, Team
Bangan, STAT Team, Team Mapwak, Team Estong, and Team Work.
A total of two hundred twenty-nine (229) attendees consisting of students, teachers/coaches, and
representatives from private and government agencies including PSA, actively participated in the
29th NSM culminating activities/Closing Ceremony.
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GROSS REGIONAL DOMESTIC
PRODUCT (GRDP)
Preparatory Activities
In line with the commitment of the PSA to provide the right information, at the
right time, in the right format, to the right people, PSA-RSSO II participated in the
simultaneous conduct of News Conferences in all regional centers in the country
to announce/report the economic performance of the regions as measured by the
Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP), on 26 April 2018 at Pulsar Hotel and
Restaurant, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan.
Prior to the conduct of the said News Conference, various efforts in 2018 were initiated by PSA-RSSO II technical staff including:
1.

Collection of minimum data requirements/hard indicators from different data
producers and providers necessary for the estimation of the economic
performance of Cagayan Valley for the duration 2015 to 2017, as estimated
by the GRDP. The collected data were consolidated and initial computations
such as growth rates (1+g), averages, imputations and likes, were executed.

2.

Computation of the revised and preliminary estimates of Public Administration
and Defense; Compulsory Social Security (PAD) which is, the assigned 		
sub-sector for PSA-RSSO II, for the years 2016 and 2017 using COA and 		
DBM (NEP) for all 17 regions courtesy of Ms. Sheryll Elaine S. Rigua.

3.

Participation PSA-RSSO II technical staff, namely Ms. Juby C. Bacuyag, 		
Ms. Ma. Juvy S. Agbayani and Ms. Sheryll Elaine S. Rigua, and Regional
Director Marilyn T. Estrada, to the 2018 GRDP Estimation, Deliberations and
the Presentation to the Execom on April 15-21 2018 at La Breza Hotel,
Mother Ignacia, Diliman, Quezon City.

4.

Preparation of outputs such as highlights, slide presentation, and Press
Release on the regional economy of Cagayan Valley.

5.

Invitation of target participants and coordination with desired keynote
speaker, resource persons and host/forum moderator.

AND
AND INDICATORS
INDICATORS
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2017 Report on the Regional Economy of Cagayan Valley News Conference
The News Conference for the 2017 report on
the economic performance of Cagayan Valley was participated by a total of ninety-two
(92) participants from nine (9) print and broadcast media agencies; five (5) LGUs; five (5)
academic institutions; two (2) private sectors;
one (1) Government Owned and Controlled
Corporation (GOCC); and thirty (30) RLAs including the PSA attended the said event. Ms. Ermina V.
Tepora, the Chief of Crops Statistics Division, and
Mr. Eduardo B. Sanguyo, the Chief of Satellite
Accounts Division, both from PSA Central Office,
graced the occasion as chief resource speakers.

SOCD Chief Engr. Girme M. Bayucan

Additionally, to educate everyone on the
contributory factors of the said GRDP
results, Engr. Ronilo H. Bulseco, the OIC
Assistant Regional Director (ARD) of NEDA
RO2, conveyed the policy implications of the
2017 GRDP estimates to regional development.
He stated that the 7.2 percent GRDP growth
of the region is beyond its target for 2017 set
between 5.1 to 6.1 percent and went on to the
discussion of the implications of the GRDP
results to regional economic development.

At exactly 10:00 A.M., Director Marilyn T.
Estrada reported that the economy of
Cagayan Valley grew by 7.2 percent in 2017 with a
total GRDP value of 149.6 billion pesos, at
constant
2000
prices.
She
explained
further that the uptick growth rate was brought
about by the recovery in Agriculture, Hunting,
Forestry & Fishing (AHFF), specifically the
Agriculture sub-industry, and faster growth
of Industry. She also presented the levels
and growth rates of the region’s GRDP for
the past years, percent distribution of industries and its sub-industries, contribution to
growth of the industries/sub-industries, the
per capita GRDP, the performance of Cagayan Valley vis-à-vis other regions, and the
sources of data other collaborating agencies.

Ms. Ermina V. Tepora, Chief of CSD,PSA-Central Office

A Press Conference/Interview with the Media followed right
after the conduct of the 2017 GRDP News Conference
wherein all questions/issues raised came from participating media practitioners.
Both News Conference and Press Conference were
televised via the local TV station RBC Cable Master TV.
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The establishment of the PSA regional website addresses the need for an online
presence in the world wide web. PSA-RSSO II maintains a website that can be accessed at
http://rsso02.psa.gov.ph. It is a platform that will enhance interface between this office and its
stakeholders through feeding new information and regular updating of its contents.
In 2018, the following were posted in the PSA RSSO II website:
PARTICULARS

NUMBER

Quickstat
Special Release
2018 Regional Social and Economic Trends
(2018 RSET)
Customer Satisfaction Survey (CSS)
Infographics
Procurement
Press Release
Resolution

10
29
1
4
1
9
20
1

NEDA RO2 invites Resource Speaker on Infographic Design from PSA-RSSO II
On
October
10-11,
2018,
a
training
on
Infographic
Design
for
NEDA
RO2
Personnel was held
at
Pamegafanan
Hall,
NEDA-RDC
Building,
Regional
Government Center, Carig Sur, Tuguegarao City where
Ms. Ma. Juvy S. Agbayani served as Resource
Speaker.
The training
aimed to increase
the knowledge and
skill of staff on the
concepts, tools, and
techniques in creating infographics to improve the ability
of NEDA RO2 Personnel to communicate programs,
policies and other related developmental information to
the constituents of the office.

AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

PSA-RSSO II prepared and released thirty-one (31)
Special Releases on the different surveys conducted by
the office: ASPBI and SICT, LFS, Construction Statistics,
CPI,Fisheries and Agriculture from January to December
2018.
Twenty-seven Press Releases were also disseminated
during the year, including the ground-breaking ceremony
of the PSA-RSSO II.
Eleven issues of Quickstat were also disseminated by the
office in 2018.
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As imbedded in RA 10625, the Philippine Statistics Authority carries out, enforce and
administer civil registration functions in the country as provided for in Act No. 3753 commonly
known as Civil Registry Law. The civil registry functions of the PSA are carried out and
enforced mostly through the Local Government Units (LGUs). The enactment of RA 7160 or
the Local Government Code of 1991 paved the way for a clear and direct coordination with
LGU through the creation of the Municipal Civil Registrar’s Office (MCRO) where basic civil
registry functions are settled. Under the present administrative arrangement of the system in
civil registration, the recording of vital events of a person is lodged at the Municipal Civil
Registrar’s Offices nationwide with the PSA as a repository of all the documents emanating
from the former.
In the enforcement and administration of its civil registry functions, the PSA, as
mentioned earlier, serves as the repository of all the civil registry documents like birth,
marriage and death certificates, including court decrees and legal instruments affecting the
status of a person. Incidental to this function is the issuance of Birth, Marriage and Death
Certificates, Certificate of No Marriage (CENOMAR), currently in “security paper”, through the
PSA Civil Registration Service Outlet (CRS Outlet) nationwide, also known as “Serbilis
Outlet”. Currently, there are two CRS Outlet operated by the PSA in the region namely, the
Tuguegarao City CRS Outlet and Bayombong CRS Outlet.
Aside from technical supervision over all civil registry functions of the MCRO in the
region, PSA - RSSO II also issues Certificate of Registration of Authority to Solemnize
Marriage (CRASM) through its Decentralized Solemnizing Officers Information System
(DSOIS). The CRASM is issued to solemnizing officers within its territorial jurisdiction.

The Outlet serves clients from all parts of the region including nearby Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR) provinces. It is open from Monday to Friday from 7:00 am to 5:00
pm with no noon break to fully serve the public.
In 2018, more than half a million documents were released by the outlet. This is more
than 28% increase over the 2017 record of released for documents requested by the public.
Since the start of its operation, the long queue was always observed during the months of
May and June due to the need of students for birth certificates during enrolment period plus
the requirement of CENOMAR for marrying couple for the June bride phenomenon.
Table 1: Volume of Transactions, by transaction type, Tuguegarao City CRS Outlet, 2017-2018

Month

Birth
2017
2018

29,002
January
24,173
February
26,926
March
24,307
April
36,789
May
36,640
June
29,611
July
26,281
August
September 23,143
19,859
October
November 21,829
December 14,237
312,797
Total
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Death
2017
2018

Marriage
2017
2018

Cenomar
2017
2018

Total
2017
2018

30,365

765

791

5,994

6,193

4,900

5,395

40,661

42,744

28,949

763

748

4,785

5,024

4,884

5,630

34,605

40,351

33,311

882

849

5,198

4,536

5,523

4,986

38,529

43,682

38,465

659

841

4,367

5,366

4,239

5,952

33,572

50,624

52,689

865

924

5,620

6,610

4,077

6,714

47,351

66,937

50,578

724

942

4,988

5,588

3,865

4,426

46,217

61,534

43,013

814

892

5,301

6,502

3,190

3,984

38,916

54,391

38,243

809

880

5,018

6,345

2,929

5,419

35,037

50,887

23,541

696

660

4,416

4,597

2,732

3,002

30,987

31,800

29,684

694

764

3,965

5,565

2,624

4,026

27,142

40,039

24,596

747

811

4,671

5,026

3,182

3,550

30,429

33,983

18,835

503

525

3,342

4,194

2,234

3,444

20,316

26,998

412,269

8,921

9,627

57,665

65,546

44,379

56,528

423,762

543,970

One of the services rendered by the Serbilis Outlet is the Electronic Endorsement of
accomplished Civil Registry Documents from the City/Municipal Civil Registrars (C/MCRs).
This is a centralized and online transmittal to PSA Central Office of birth, death and marriage
certificates, which are not available in the database, and to be converted to digital format so
that an authentic copy can be issued to clients within 15 working days.
A total of 16,781 endorsed documents were received in 2018 which comprised of
13,178 documents for birth certificates, 2,295 documents for marriage certificates and 1,308
documents for death certificates. These were scanned and electronically endorsed to the
Civil Registration Division at Central Office. Out of 16,781 requests, 1,288 were disapproved
due to the following: 1.) wrong form being used; 2.) similar document was already loaded in
the database; 3.) blurred/unreadable entries; 4.) double/multiple registrations; and 5.) signatures were different from the specimen signatures submitted.
Table 2: Number of Approved and Disapproved Electronic Endorsements

2018

Birth

Marriage

Death

Total

Endorsed

13,178

2,295

1,308

16,781

Approved

12,027

2,184

1,282

15,493

Disapproved

1,151

111

26

1,288

Table 3: Number of transactions thru BREQS

The BREQS service is an offline system that is
used by the C/MCRs of the Local Government Units
(LGU) to facilitate request of Civil Registry Documents
(CRD) of the requesting public. It is a system where
PSA entered into a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
with the LGU through their Local Civil Registry Office
(LCRO) for the latter to receive request for PSA copies
of CRD from their clients and subsequently delivered
and processed at the PSA CRS outlet. The system
enables public clients to request CRD thru their LGU
without the need to appear personally to the CRS outlet,
thus saving time and other monetary considerations in
securing documents.
At present, the Tuguegarao City CRS outlet is
serving 56 LGUs through the BREQS and one
establishment/business center where clients could
directly request and received their requested CRD. The
LGUs comprised those within the region and nearby
provinces of the CAR. In 2018, a total of 243,227 transactions were processed through this service. This is
67% higher than what was processed last year and
about 45% of the total
transaction processed during
the year in the Tuguegarao City CRS Outlet.

Month

BREQS
Number of Counts
2017

2018

January

13,091

15,982

February

14,731

17,878

March

15,886

31,945

April

12,875

22,342

May

19,743

30,367

June

18,541

30,745

July

14,836

24,117

August

13,766

20,386

September

12,509

11,772

October

10,575

14,815

November

10,512

13,629

December

6,985

9,249

164,050

243,227

TOTAL
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The Philippine Statistics Authority is the only agency that evaluate, validate and
approve applications and renewal for CRASM. Through its Decentralized Solemnizing Officer
Information System (DSOIS), PSA - RSSO II maintains its database of solemnizing officers
with CRASM within the region. The issuance of CRASM involves the screening and evaluation of the completeness and authenticity of the documents of applicants for CRASM including renewal of license of solemnizing officers.
During the year 2018, PSA - RSSO II has issued a total of Four Hundred Forty Five
(445) CRASM of varied religions and religious sects. From the five provinces, Isabela has the
most number of CRASM issued followed by Cagayan, Nueva Vizcaya and Quirino. The province of Batanes has the least number of CRASM issued during the year. About 30% of
CRASM were issued during the first month of the year.
Table 4: Number of Issued CRASM, By Province and By Month, 2018
DECENTRALIZED SOLEMNIZING OFFICERS INFORMATION SYSTEM
MONTH

BATANES

CAGAYAN

ISABELA

NUEVA VIZCAYA

QUIRINO

TOTAL

January

4

27

80

12

8

131

February

1

14

34

12

4

65

March

0

8

17

3

3

31

April

1

10

10

8

3

32

May

0

15

3

4

1

23

June

0

4

5

3

1

13

July

0

3

3

5

1

12

August

0

2

0

0

0

2

September

0

1

1

0

0

2

October

1

13

4

4

3

25

November

1

22

12

0

1

36

December

0

14

34

15

10

73

Total

8

133

203

66

34

445

Customer Satisfaction Survey (CSS)
The PSA - RSSO II CRS Tuguegarao Outlet conducts a quarterly Customer Satisfaction Survey to measure the level of customer satisfaction with regards to the services offered by the outlet.
The survey was carried-out by the Statistical Operations and Coordination Division
(SOCD), in collaboration with the Civil Registration and Administrative Support Division
(CRASD). Thirty respondents were sampled each day for five (5) consecutive days where
five questionnaires are randomly distributed to walk-in CRS clients within fifteen-minute
intervals starting from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, until the desired sample size is achieved, which
is 150.
Satisfaction rating is measured as the percentage of clients surveyed during the
reference period who were either satisfied or highly satisfied with PSA’s civil registry
services.
Table 5: Customer Satisfaction Survey Result

1st QUARTER

2nd QUARTER

3rd QUARTER

4th QUARTER

Highly Satisfied

Satisfied

Highly Satisfied

Highly Satisfied
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PSA - RSSO II led this year’s
celebration of Civil Registration Month with
the theme “NAPAPANAHONG CRVS”.
This is under Proclamation No. 682 issued
on January 28, 1991, to remind all
Filipinos of their duty and obligation to
register vital events in their life such as
births, marriages, deaths, as well as court
decrees, legal instruments and other
judicial orders affecting their civil status.
To make the celebration more
meaningful, PSA conducted different
activities that aimed to raise awareness
and appreciation to legal, administrative
and statistical values of civil registry
documents. Activities are: Display of
Streamers, Charitable/Helpful Activities.
Capability Building Trainings, Radio
Guesting and Civil Registration Quiz which
were participated by PSA Officials and
staffs with the immersion of other Local
Government Units.

On February 07, 2018, thru the
initiative of PSA Isabela, a motorcade was
organized to jumpstart the month long civil
registration celebration attended by
Regional Director Marilyn T. Estrada,
Chief Administrative Officer Milagros C.
Adduru, Registration Officer IV Rose Q.
Pacay, PSA Employees and Municipal
Civil Registrars of Isabela Province.

Mass Wedding is considered as one of the highlights organized and conducted by the
different Local Government Units thru the initiative of the Municipal Civil Registrars of
Region II. This is a free civil mass wedding to help unwed couples become lawful husbands
and wives and to reduce the number of children born out of wedlock. These events were
attended by the Regional Director or staff of the Regional Offices and/or Provincial Offices.
Table 6: Total number of
Mass Weddings attended
by the PSA

Cagayan (1)
Tuguegarao City

Isabela (6)
Angadanan
Cabagan
Santiago City
Ilagan City
Roxas
San Mariano
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The Local Government Unit of San Mateo thru the
initiative of Municipal Civil Registrar (MCR) Charles A.
Mendoza conducted Civil Registration and Statistical
Quiz on February 23, 2018 at the Municipal Conference
Hall to highlight the celebration of the Civil Registration
Month.
The quiz has two categories: High School and
College students. One of the objectives of this activity is
to give scholarship to the winners both High School and
College students sponsored by LGU San Mateo. For
High School level winners, the 1st prize was college
education and for College students, scholarship for their
remaining years in college. Certificates and cash prizes
were also given to all the contestants. PSA employees served as quiz masters and proctors
during the activity.

Bombo Radyo Tuguegarao invited PSA
representatives during the regular airing of their
program “Dura lex Sed lex” to give answer to
problems of clients re: Civil Registration matters.
The office was able to join the program twice,
February 11 and 25, 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM.
Topic discussed during the airing of the
program was about the correction of clerical and
typographical error in month and date of birth and
sex of a person appearing in civil register and other
related issues.

PSA - RSSO II culminated
social responsibility activity by gift
giving and feeding program on
February 26, 2018 at Stimulation
and Therapeutic Activity Center for
Children (STAC), Tuguegarao City,
Cagayan. This was in coordination
with the Local Government Unit of
Tuguegarao headed by Dr. Ray A.
Dulig.
This is one commitment of
PSA - RSSO II to give services to
marginalized institutions especially
the less fortunate ones. PSA Staff
prepared a simple gifts giving,
feeding
and
donated
one
wheelchair.
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In line with the Presidential Proclamation No. 1106 declaring the years 2015-2024
as CRVS Decade, the office actively supports all activities and programs of the Local Government Units relevant to the “Get every Pinoy and Pinay in the Picture” initiative.
Flyers on RA 9048 and Civil Registration were distributed during the Information
Dissemination Campaign and Mobile Registration conducted by LGU Peñablanca on August 02 & 07, 2018 at Barangay Lapi & Nannarian, Peñablanca, Cagayan respectively.

Lectures
Philippine Statistics Authority, Quirino Provincial
Statistics Office conducted lectures on Analysis
of Causes National Death for Action
(ANACONDA) on February 8, 2018 at 3K Hotel,
Santiago City, Isabela and attended by PSA
Quirino employees. SS II Maria Corazon H.
Guzman was invited as the resource speaker of
the said activity.

Local Government Unit of Peñablanca, Cagayan
launched the “Oplan Zero sa Di Nagrehistro” program in
connection with the Civil Registration Month
Celebration. During the launching, Civil Registry Office
headed by MCR Minerva T. Maramag also conducted a
“One Time, One Day” Civil Registration Assembly for all
the constituents on February 27, 2018 at Peñablanca
Municipal Gymnasium. RD Estrada and RO IV Pacay
were the resource speakers during the symposium on
CRVS, particularly “CRVS on E-Governance”.
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Lecture on Civil Registration Laws
Philippine Statistics Authority - RSSO II
conducted lectures on Civil Registration Laws
on February 26, 2018 at the Regional Office to
discuss updates on the different laws on civil
registration.
This was attended by PSA Regional Staff
and On-the-job Trainees (OJTs) from Cagayan
State University - Piat and Lallo Campuses.

Advisory on the Increase of the Documentary
Stamp Tax (DST)
As per instruction from PSA Central Office,
PSA - RSSO II disseminated the advisory on the
Increase of the Documentary Stamp Tax (DST)
effective February 2, 2018 pursuant to Section 12
of BIR Revenue Regulations No. 4-2018, “Rules
and Regulations Implementing the Documentary
Stamp Tax (DST) Rate Adjustment under
Republic Act No. 10963, Other Known as the Tax
Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion (TRAIN)
Law”.

Barangay People’s Day
Through the initiative of the City
Government of Tuguegarao, PSA - RSSO II
participated in the conduct of the barangay
people’s day to the different barangays of
Tuguegarao City. This program of the City
Government under the leadership of City Mayor
Atty. Jefferson P. Soriano is being conducted every
Friday of the week to bring the services of the City
Government closer to the people.
Queries and questions from various clients
regarding problems encountered in their civil
registry documents were raised and handled by the
Outlet Supervisor, Ms. Maria Corazon H. Guzman.
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1st Quarter

3rd Quarter

Centro 10,
Tuguegarao
City

Gosi Norte Barangay Annafunan
Hall, Gosi Norte
West,
Tuguegarao
Caritan Norte
City
Elementary School
Linao West Gym
Barangay Hall
Tuguegarao North
Central Gym, Caritan
Centro
Cataggaman Pardo,
Elementary School
Cataggaman Nuevo
Elementary School

4th Quarter

PSA Central Office conducted the Training on the
Basic Civil Registration and Vital Statistics Concepts
and Procedures (CRVS 101) on April 17 to 19, 2018 at
Cocoon Boutique Hotel, Diliman, Quezon City. This
was attended by PSA - RSSO II employees namely:
Chief Administrative Officer Milagros C. Adduru
(RSSO II), Chief Statistical Specialists Elena U. Rivera
(PSO Cagayan), Girme M. Bayucan (PSO Nueva
Vizcaya), and Cherry Grace D. Agustin (PSO Quirino).
During the 3-day training, the following topics were
discussed:
 Basic
Concepts and Procedures on Civil
Registration
 Laws Related to Civil Registration
 Updates on CRG Issuances
 Annotations, Court Decrees, Legal Instruments,
RA 9048/ RA 10172 and Supplemental Report
 Business Rules in the Issuances of Certified
Copies/Certifications/Authentications
 Administrative Order No. 1 Series of 2007
CRS – ITP2
 Data Appreciation for Vital Statistics
Refresher Course for CRS Frontliners
PSA - RSSO II conducted a Refresher Course for CRS
Frontliners & Civil Registration Updates last August 16,
2018 at PSA - RSSO II Tuguegarao City, Cagayan.
PSA staff and CRS Associates attended the training.
RD Estrada gave an inspiration message to the
participants. SS II Maria Corazon H. Guzman
discussed Updates on Business Rules on CRS
Frontline. CAO Milagros C. Adduru
discussed
updates on Civil Registration. Queries were
entertained and clarified after each presentation.
Training on Medical Terminology

SS II Maria Corazon H. Guzman attended the
Training on Medical Terminology on December
10-11, 2018 at Joy Nostalgia Hotel in Ortigas
Center.
This training aimed to provide technical
assistance on the quality of coding of causes
of death which will assist coders to understand,
analyze
likewise
to
interpret
medical
terminologies and assign the appropriate ICD
codes for difficult cases where IRIS cannot
provide code for the underlying cause of death.
Dr. Saman Gamage from Bloomberg Data for
Health Initiatives is the Resource Person for
this training.
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Human Resource
As of December 2018, PSA - RSSO II composed of one hundred nineteen (119) personnel,
eighty-two (82) were regular employees and thirty-seven (37) were contract of service
workers. Among the employees, seven (7) were new entrants. Sixty-one percent (61%) of the
total personnel were female employees while the remaining thirty-nine percent (39%) were
male.
Number of employee by area of assignment, employment status and gender

Employment Status

Area of
Assignment

Regular

Grand Total

Job Order

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Regional Office

1

22

6

2

7

29

Batanes

3

6

1

3

4

9

Cagayan

3

10

3

4

6

14

Isabela

8

9

6

1

14

10

Nueva Vizcaya

6

6

3

2

8

8

Quirino

3

5

4

2

5

7

Total

24

58

23

14

47
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Financial Resources
PSA - RSSO II had a total budget of P90,187,029.00 for CY 2018, with an unexpended balance of P46,175.52. Funds were utilized based on the measurable output, cost estimates and
corresponding financial requirements of programs/activities/projects conducted. Good
stewardship of resources was properly observed. Out of the total budget allocation, the office
was able to transfer P63,571,005.09 to the five (5) provinces broken down as follows:
Batanes - 6,798,996.84; Cagayan - 16,283,146.93; Isabela - 16,758,566.76; Nueva Vizcaya 12,470,577.35; and Quirino - 9,205,030.95.
Authorized Budget, Actual Obligation, Unobligated Balance of Utilization Rate (Gross of Tax)

Authorized
Budget

Obligations
Incurred

Unobligated
Balance

Budget
Utilization Rate

PS

37,940,180.00

37,894,004.96

46,175.04

99.95%

MOOE

20,602,000.00

20,602,000.00

0

100%

SPF

1,156,633.00

1,156,632.52

.48

99.99%

MPBF

3,488,216.00

3,488,216.00

0

100%

CO

27,000,000.00

27,000,000.00

0

100%

TOTAL

90,187,029.00

90,140,853.48

46,175.52

Expense Class

Revenues
Sources

CY 2018

CY 2017

Income from Publications

2,985

0

TOTAL

2,985
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% of Increase/Decrease

Thirteen (13) employees of the PSA
- RSSO II took their oath of office last
August 22, 2018 at the PSA Regional
Office officiated by the Regional Director.

In her welcome remarks, RD Estrada congratulated
the newly appointed and newly promoted personnel and
expressed her hope for a great difference with the addition
of newly hired personnel. She further emphasized the role of
every employee in achieving excellence and the major
expectations of the office from them. She also challenged
them to strive harder and be of help in elevating the
performance of PSA - RSSO II. Of the thirteen (13)
employees who took their oath, 5 employees were from the
PSA-Regional Office, 1 from PSA - Batanes, 3 from
PSA - Cagayan, 1 from PSA - Nueva Vizcaya and 3 from
PSA - Quirino.
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In the afternoon, the newly hired personnel
underwent an orientation/seminar on RA 6713 or the
Code of Conduct and Ethical Standards for Public
Officials and Employees and RA 10625 or the Philippine
Statistical Act of 2013.Policies of the office, employee
benefits and privileges were also discussed. The
orientation was spearheaded by the CRASD Chief and
the Human Resource Officer of the CRASD.
Newly appointed Administrative Officer I Jamilla
N. Callucag from the province of Batanes thanked the
management for her opportunity to be a bonafide
employee of PSA. “Today marks a new chapter in our
lives as we oath to become a member of the Philippine
Statistics Authority. I would like to thank PSA for this
opportunity of serving our country. We are blessed and
honoured to be one of you. We promise to serve PSA
with all our hearts, with integrity and passion for our
work, to develop personally and professionally, to share
our knowledge and time for the welfare of this office.
Thank you for welcoming opportunities to us.” AO I
Callucag said.
Meanwhile, in her closing remarks, Chief
Administrative
Officer
(CAO)
Milagros
Adduru
commended the employees who persevered in their
chosen career, “Making an oath is a solemn
promise. Your oath today signifies your firm commitment
to the mandates and programs of the PSA.” CAO
Addurru said. She also advised the employees to
commit to God everything they do, “because after all it
will be His good and pleasing perfect will that shall
prevail in our lives, “CAO Adduru added.
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Training Course on ISO 9001:2015
QMS vis-à-vis PSA’s QMS
PSA Central Office conducted a training course on
ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System (QMS)
Requirements vis-à-vis PSA’s QMS on January 31 to
February 2, 2018 at Mandaluyong City through the
assistance of the Development Academy of the
Philippines (DAP) Team hosted by PSA National
Capital Region.
Thirty (30) participants from the different regions
attended from the identified pilot regions namely
RSSO II, III and NCR and PSO Cagayan, Pampanga
and Caloocan. This was part of the Phase I QMS
Expansion in order to develop the PSA’s QMS
Implementation Plan for a nationwide roll out to
RSSOs and PSOs.
The training aimed to develop an in-depth
understanding on QMS concepts, principles and
requirements vis-à-vis the PSA’s ISO 9001:2015
certified QMS among identified key officers and from
PSA Services, RSSOs and PSOs. It also enhanced
PSA learner’s understanding on PSA’s QMS, as well
as their capabilities in the implementation of existing
PSA QMS processes, practices, tools and
mechanisms.
Seminar-Workshop on 5S Good
Housekeeping and Training Course
on Root Cause Analysis and
Corrective Action Formulation

The workshop was held at Nassim Hotel
and Beach Resort, Sta. Ana, Cagayan
on May 2-4, 2018 hosted by PSA RSSO II. During the 3-day seminarworkshop, DAP Team trainers; Aileen A.
Ricohermoso (Project Officer III), Angela
C. Vargas (Project Officer I) and Natasha
Michelle V. Abaya (Associate Project
Officer IV) presented clearly the overall
concept of the training. Topics discussed
were the following:
 Productivity and Quality Concepts
 5S Good Housekeeping
 Root Cause Analysis
 Formulating Corrective Action
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Cascading of ISO-QMS 9001:2015 Concepts and Principles and Clauses 4-10 and 5S
Good Housekeeping and Training Course on Root Cause Analysis and Corrective
Action Formulation
The Cascading of ISO-QMS 9001:2015 was
conducted on May 8-9, 2018 at PSA - RSSO II
Conference Room. It was participated by regular
staff including job order personnel.
Topics echoed to the participants were the
general concepts and principles of ISO 9001:2015
and the Clauses 4 to 10 of QMS. The Basic
Productivity and Quality Concepts; 5S Concepts
and Principles; Root Cause Analysis and
Formulation of Corrective Action. This was a two
day activity.

Big Clean-Up Day
In preparation of PSA - RSSO II’s application
for ISO Certification, the 5S Program was
adopted being one of the best practices
towards having a quality workplace. RSSO II
aims to achieve a quality workplace by
embracing the principles and practices of the
5S of Good Housekeeping. 5S stands for
Japanese words Seiri (Sort), Seiton (Set in
Order), Seiso (Shine/Sweep), Seiketsu
(Standardize) and Shitsuke (Self-discipline).
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ISO 9001:2015 QMS Implementation Check
July 4-5, 2018
PSA - RSSO II, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan
ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System
(QMS) Implementation Check of PSA - RSSO II was
conducted on July 4-5, 2018. This aimed at ensuring
the required methods, tools and practices for the ISO
9001:2015 QMS are already in-place. It also provided
the PSA process owners the opportunity to clarify and
seek technical inputs from Development Academy of
the Philippines (DAP) Project Team in order to
enhance their QMS Implementation.

Ronald Armin F. Ocampo, DAP Project Team
Member was assigned at CRASD to check how
far they have implemented the requirements of
ISO 9001:2015 QMS.

The DAP Team is composed of: Aileen A.
Ricohermoso, DAP Project Team Leader, Ronald
Armin F. Ocampo, DAP Project Team Member and
Monica Lorraine R. Viernes, Job Order Personnel of
PSA. They provided technical guidance to the QMS
Core Team and PSA - RSSO II in the implementation
of the PSA QMS through an on-site Implementation
Check.
Existing practices, methods, controls and tools
were verified by DAP Project Team vis-a –vis the
following requirements of the established ISO
9001:2015 QMS for the PSA. The following were the
commendable practices of RSSO II identified by DAP:
 ISO 9001:2015 QMS Roadmap 2018 being
monitored by the Regional Director
 Implementation of the Big Blean Up Day
 Evidences of performance monitoring
 Wellness in PSA
 5S System of Good Housekeeping practice is in
place
 Filling system is highly commendable
High awareness of staff on the quality policy
DAP Implementation Check was successfully
conducted thru the full support and cooperation of
PSA - RSSO II Staff and the leadership of RD Estrada
and her two Division Chiefs, CAO Adduru and CSS
Bayucan. All recommendations given and suggested
by DAP Team served as avenues for the office to
improve its processes in the production and delivery
of goods and services to its clients and interested
parties.
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PSA - RSSO II Internal QMS Audit
In line with the PSA Quality Management
System, PSA - RSSO II’s QMS Internal Audit
was conducted on July 23, 2018 by the PSA
QMS Internal Auditors. This activity was one of
the pre-requisites for the surveillance audit to
be conducted by the PSA’s ISO 9001:2015
certifying body, TUV Rheinland. Its objective
was to determine whether our QMS was
effectively implemented and maintained.
It covered all the process of the three (3)
operations; Statistical Planning, Policy and
Standards Development, Statistical Operations
and Civil Registration Operations including the
interfacing
management
and
support
processes. PSA - RSSO II’s Audit Team was
composed of Niño E. Tuazon, Supervising
Statistical Specialist and Danites E. Teñido,
Statistical Specialist II of RSSO I.
Commendable practices of PSA - RSSO II
were:













Presence of Organizational Knowledge
Presence of List of Interested Parties and
Requirements
Presence of Catch-up Plans
Conducted and Processed Customers’
Satisfaction Survey for CRS Outlet
Processed and communicated evaluation of
suppliers
Special releases and other publication with
traceability of changes
System for retrieval and printing of 201 files
Training needs assessment and impact
analysis
Human Resource Plan
Data requests signed by RD
Control of outgoing and incoming emails

Moreover, some Opportunities for Improvements (OFIs) were suggested and recommended and Non-conformities were observed.
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SS II Danites E. Teñido scrutinized all the possible
documented information of OD, CRASD and SOCD
headed by RD Marilyn T. Estrada and by her 2 division
chiefs, CAO Milagros C. Adduru and CSS, OIC-SOCD
Girme M. Bayucan.

Seminar on Knowledge Management (KM)
PSA Central Office conducted a 2-day Seminar on
Knowledge Management (KM) on August 9 to 10,
2018 at Brentwood Suites, Quezon City. The DAP
Project Team, Ms. Aleli Briones and Ms. Lourdes
P. Yalung, facilitated the enhancement of the
existing PSA tools and practices on KM, as well
as lay down the foundation for an effective KM
Program for PSA.
Participants from Region II were RD Marilyn T.
Estrada, SSS Cristeta M. Retoma, Acct III Karen
Ann M. Nang, SS II Ma. Juvy S. Agbayani, AS
Angelina D. Callangan and AAide VI Raziel T.
Pagunuran.
During the seminar, the participants were able to
learn the importance of KM in the organization as:
1. It speeds up access to information and
knowledge;
2. It facilitates decision-making capabilities;
3. It stimulates cultural change and innovation;
4. It improves the efficiency of operating units and
business processes; and
5. It increases customer satisfaction.

In addition, the participants have learned that in KM, everything starts with a data, we
process it to obtain information, and apply these information in our activities to transform them
into knowledge; transform knowledge from tacit to explicit, vice-versa; people makes an
organization different from another organization; Socialization, Internalization, Externalization;
the concept of Johari Window; KM is really not something technical; every one of us can
relate to and apply it for our personal experiences; retain organizational knowledge with
supported documentd information to aid the continuity of the organization’s processes; and
KM Assessment.
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Training Course on Auditing QMS
For PSA - RSSO II, eleven participants
attended the training course on QMS Auditing
at Savannah Resort Pampanga last August 28
to 31, 2018. this was conducted by experts
from the Development Academy of the
Philippines.
The Objectives of the training are for
them to:
1. Be able to appreciate the roles and
responsibilities of QMS Auditors;
2. To understand the structure and interpret
the ISO 9001:2015 requirements;
3. To be able to develop an effective
approach in QMS Auditing as a tool to
identify and implement improvements.
The participants had the chance to
conduct a mock QMS Audit as an application
of their learnings from the lecturers.
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As per Office Memorandum 2018-144, PSA employees are enjoined to participate in all
activities relative to the celebration of PSA 5th Anniversary. With the theme: “Happy PSA
Healthy PSA”, various activities were conducted as follows:
1. Hanging of tarpaulin in PSA Building
2. Thanksgiving Mass
3. Tree Planting
4. Social Responsibility at Stimulation and Therapeutic Activity Center (STAC) for
children with disabilities
5. Conduct of PSA Quizbee
6. Orientation on the PhilSys (Philippine Identification System) / RA 11055
7. Hataw Exercises

Tree Planting
In line with the anniversary celebration,
a tree planting activity was conducted last
September 12, 2018 at Libag Elementary
School.
Through the support and leadership of
Barangay Captain Reymundo L. Magora of
Libag and Principal III Diostede D. Guiquing of
Libag Elementary School, the activity was
made possible. It was actively participated by
PSA employees, teachers, barangay officials
and students. The National Tobacco
Administration provided 100 seedlings for the
said activity.
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Feeding Program and Gift Giving re: Social Responsibility

A social responsibility activity at Stimulation and Therapeutic Activity Center (STAC)
for Children, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan was attended last September 24, 2018.
PSA chose children from STAC with disabilities as the beneficiary for the gift giving
and feeding program. Dr. Roselily Y. Blancaflor, OIC-Chief of Hospital of Tuguegarao City
People’s General Hospital (TCPGH) approved our request for the said activity. Gilant C.
Paclibar, Physical Therapist, assisted the PSA staff in distributing food and school supplies
to the children who were accompanied by their parents/guardians.

Orientation on Philippine Identification System (PhilSYS) and PSA Quiz Bee

For the culminating activity of the anniversary celebration, an orientation on PhilSYS
and PSA Quiz Bee were conducted to update employees on forth coming activities and assess employees/appreciation of PSA.
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT TRAININGS/PROGRAMS
Workshop on 2019 Budget Proposal
PSA - RSSO II conducted the Workshop on 2019 Budget Proposal on January 15-17, 2018 at
Tuguegarao City, Cagayan.
Participants of the said activity were
RSSO II staff which includes the
Regional Director, CRASD Chief, SOCD
Chief, Chief Statistical Specialists,
Supervising Statistical Specialists, Focal
Persons for AGSTAT and LFS,
Accountant, Budget Officer, Bookkeepers
and Secretariat.
Budget Preparation Form 201 A (Personnel Services), Form 201 B (Maintenance and Other
Operating Expenses) and Form C (Capital Outlay) were accomplished during the 3-day
workshop.

PhilGEPS Training Phase 1
Philippine Government Electronic Procurement
System (PhilGEPS) is committed to proactively
participate in the challenges of contributing to
procurement reforms by maintaining a safe and
secure internet-based, open, and competitive
marketplace for government procurement. It also
embraced the task in helping develop procurement
professionals and partnering with other government
agencies to bring about reforms that will reflect our
fervor to ensure that procurement drives further
advancement in our delivery of public services to
match the Filipino’s rightly held high expectations for
a government that serves the public’s best interests.

AS Gemalyn D. Ricardo and Admin Asst. III Myrna Jane N. Oli attended the PhilGEPS
Buyers Training held at Mineski Infinity, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan on February 27-28,
2018.
2018 PSA SUMMIT (Ages 36-44)
The 2018 PSA Summit was attended by AA II Maria
Imelda T. Casco on February 26 to March 1, 2018 held
at Chateau Royale, Nasugbu, Batangas.
This activity was intended for the rank-and-file
employees ages 36-44, to voice out and share their
insights on the issues and concerns of the
organization. Their outputs will be reviewed by the
PSA Strategic Plan.
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EXIT CONFERENCE
Commission on Audit headed
by State Auditor IV, Audit Team Leader Elvira S. Supnet conducted an Exit
Conference on February 9, 2018 at
Kainang Pilipino, Tuguegarao City,
Cagayan.

Strategic Performance Management System
(SPMS) Training
PSA - RSSO II conducted Training/
Workshop on SPMS on March 13-14, 2018 at
PSA Training Center. This was attended by
selected staff from the provincial and regional
office as well.
The objective of the workshop was to
come up with standardize format for 2018
Individual Performance Commitment Review
(IPCR), Division Performance Commitment
Review (DPCR) and Office Performance
Commitment Review (OPCR). During the
activity, RD Estrada echoed the Mentoring
Workshop on SPMS. After which, each
province presented their output for possible
corrections and improvement.

The conference was attended
by the COA State Auditors, Regional
Director, Chief Statistical Specialists
of the five (5) provinces, Chief Administrative Officer, Supervising Statistical Specialist, Accountant, Budget
Officer and other selected staff in the
region. During the activity, important
matters with regards to financial were
raised and discussed.

Lecture/Workshop on RA 9184 and its Revised Implementing Rules and Regulations
The Lecture/Workshop on Government Procurement Reform Act (RA 9184) and its Revised
Implementing Rules and Regulations was conducted by PSA Central Office and was held at
Tagaytay Country Hotel, Olivarez Plaza, Emilio Aguinaldo Highway, Tagaytay City
PSA - RSSO II was represented by Regional Director Marilyn T. Estrada, Registration Officer IV
Rose Q. Pacay and Administrative Officer III Myrna Jane N. Oli. During the 3-day training, the
following topics were discussed:
 Overview and General Provisions of RA 9184
 Procurement Planning and Monitoring
 Alternative Methods of Procurement
 Brief Background on APCPI
 Workshop on Preparation of PPMP/Consolidation of
APP
 Standardized Bidding Procedures for Goods and
Infrastructure Projects Services
 Standardized Bidding Procedures for Consulting Services
th
 Salient Provisions and Revisions in the 5 Edition of the
Philippine Bidding Documents
Workshop on Preparation of Bidding Documents
 Penal, Civil and Administrative Provisions; Blacklisting
Guidelines Protest Mechanism Contract Termination
 Workshop on Preparation of Purchase Request, Specifications
among others
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Training on Driving Skills and Vehicle
Maintenance
PSA - RSSO II through the Civil
Registration and Administrative Support
Division (CRASD) conducted training on
Driving Skills and Vehicle Maintenance on
August 24, 2018 at PSA - RSSO II
intended for all designated drivers in the
regional and provincial offices. Its objective
was to train the drivers as one
opportunities for improvement during the
QMS Internal Audit last July 27, 2018.
Subject Matter Expert Mr. Emmanuel B.
Clemente, Jr. from Technical Education
and Skills Development Authority (TESDA)
Region 02 imparted and shared his
knowledge on the said training to update
and capacitate the drivers on proper
handling of vehicles, maintenance and
care.

Cascading of Refresher Course on Civil
Registration Service (CRS) Frontliners
and Civil Registration Updates
As part of the catch-up plan of Civil
Registration and Administrative Support
Division (CRASD) for the second semester,
cascading of refresher course on Civil
Registration Service (CRS) Frontliners and
Civil Registration Updates was made
possible. It was attended by PSA - RSSO II
regular staff, job orders and CRS
Associates. Resource persons were CAO
Adduru and SS II Guzman.
This was conducted so as to have
efficient implementation and delivery of Civil
Registration Services. In addition, CRS
Associates and PSA employees should be
aware and knowledgeable to minimize errors
in the issuance of CR Documents.
The activity’s objectives were the following:
 To enhance the knowledge of associates
and employees on Civil Registration
 To increase awareness on the
procedures and processed to improve
performance
 To obtain customer satisfaction goal
 To minimize wrong issuance of civil
registry documents

Training/Seminar on Good Housekeeping and
Cleanliness of Workplace
To capacitate the PSA utility workers and employees on the
proper application of good housekeeping and to maintain
cleanliness and orderliness of office equipment and facilities,
PSA - RSSO II conducted training intended to them. Training/
Seminar on Good Housekeeping and Cleanliness of
Workplace was conducted on October 18, 2018 at PSA
RSSO 02 Conference Room. Participants of the said training/
seminar were the Utilities (Job Order Personnel) in the
provinces and region as well. Lecturers were Administrative
Officer IV Vina V. Temanel, Administrative Officer IV Hernan
G. Tubangi and Administrative Aide VI Pilar Q. Adarme.
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Briefing on TRAIN Law
The Bureau of Internal Revenue,
Revenue District Office No.13 (BIR RDO No.
13) conducted a briefing on Tax Reform for
Acceleration and Inclusion (TRAIN) Law on
March 5, 2018 at Manio’s Pampangueña Event
Place, Caggay Tuguegarao City, Cagayan.
This was a dynamic campaign on public
awareness to keep taxpayers well-informed and
updated with the latest regulations, issuances
and other updates.
The activity was
participated by different line agencies in the
region. PSA - RSSO II was represented by
Accountant III Karen Ann M. Nang and
Administrative Assistant III Myrna Jane N. Oli.
Orientation
on
Government
Fare
Agreement
and
New
Procurement
Process on Common-Use Office Supplies
The “Orientation on Government Fare
Agreement and New Procurement Process
on Common-Use Office Supplies” conducted
by PSA Central Office on March 15, 2018 at
Sulo Hotel, Quezon City was participated by
Administrative Assistant III Myrna Jane N.
Oli.
Revisiting Prime-HRM Workshop
The Revisiting Prime-HRM Workshop
was attended by AO IV Vina V. Temanel on
May 21-22, 2018 at Microtel by Wyndham, UP
Ayala Land Technohub, Commonwealth
Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City.
During the 2-day workshop, the speakers
discussed about the key concepts and
processes of the program, strengthened
awareness and knowledge on the latest PRIME
-HRM tool, different indicators per core area of
HR processes and the required Evidence
Requirements (ERs) of each indicator. The said
indicator was focused on the Level II Maturity
which is the minimum requirement for PSA to
pass the accreditation process and ensure its
continuing accreditation privilege with the Civil
Service Commission.
Participants
had
undergone
and
completed an updated Self-Assessment for
PSA PRIME-HRM to gauge the current level of
PSA on 4 core HR areas (Recruitment,
Selection and Placement, Learning and
Development,
Performance
Management
System and Rewards and Recognition).
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Capacity Development Session on Gender and Development (GAD)
A training regarding Capacity Development Session on GAD was conducted on May 23,
2018 and was held in Quezon City. It was intended to internalize gender issue, gender sensitivity, commitment to gender and development; enhancement and strengthening regarding
gender-awareness and capacities on concepts of sex and gender, relating concrete experiences with the larger issues of social structure and manifestations of gender bias; and to discuss the relevant laws, policies and initiatives on GAD. AO IV Vina V. Temanel and Hernan
G. Tubangi attended the said training.

AO IV Vina V. Temanel and Hernan G. Tubangi during the Capacity Development Session on GAD.

Cluster Training on Basic Budget
Principles/Concepts and Revised
Guidelines and Procedures and
Annual Cash-Based Appropriation
in FY 2019
PSA Central Office conducted a
Cluster Training on Basic Budget
Principles/Concepts
and
Revised
Guidelines and Procedures and
Annual Cash-Based Appropriation in
FY 2019 on May 24-25, 2018 at
Microtel by Wyndham, UP Ayala Land
Technohub, Commonwealth Avenue,
Diliman, Quezon City.
PSA - RSSO II were represented by
CAO Milagros C. Adduru and AO IV
Hernan G. Tubangi. During the 2-day
training,
the
participants
were
equipped with knowledge on basic
budget principles and concepts;
revised guidelines and procedures in
the implementation of the budget
processes and reporting system.

Alay sa Bayan (ALAB) Induction Program
The Civil Service Commission Regional Office No. 2 (CSC
RO2) conducted the 3-day seminar-workshop on Alay sa Bayan
(ALAB) Induction Program held at Las Palmas de San Jose
Leisure Club, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan on June 19-21, 2018.
This was intended for new entrants in the government in which its
objective was to build one’s commitment to public service through
values centered activities.
The objectives of the activity are as follows:
Sharing one’s personal history, strengths, potentials and resources
and how these can be harnessed in service to the nation;
Discussion on how one’s personal vision and orientation in life/
work can be integrated within a national vision, aware of the
workings of democratic principles and the bureaucracy

Increase of critical awareness on one’s role in the public service in
the light of a reflection-action
process encompassing present
socio-economic-political
and
cultural realities.
Illustration of deep sense of
belongings
among
new
government entrant by making
a personal commitment to give
one’s best to his work; and
Formulation of six-month action
plan based on the values
identified
necessary
for
effectiveness and efficiency.

Newly entrant, Raziel T. Pagunuran
attended the said workshop
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HATAW EXERCISES LEAD BY SPUP STUDENT NURSES

Workshop on Psychological Wellness: Myths and Realities
October 09, 2018
Best Western Plus, Hotel Subic, Zambales
In support to the competency and career
development of personnel, the PSA Central
Office collaborated with Civil Service
Commission to conduct series of trainings
to develop the PSA personnel to be more
professional, patriotic, dedicated, service
oriented, committed and competent.
One of the Learning and Development
Plans for 2018 was the conduct of
Workshop on Psychological Wellness. In
PSA Region 02, it was participated by four
(4) personnel namely: AAide VI Adarme
(RSSO II), AO I Urata (PSO Cagayan), RO
I Degamo and AAide VI Borja (PSO Nueva
Vizcaya).
The objective of the workshop was to
uncover some Work-Life Balance myths
and discover how unintentional messages
affect the employees’ expectations and
behaviors.
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Trainor’s Training on On-Boarding
Program
CSC administered a training re:
Trainor’s
Training
on
On-Boarding
Program. The training was attended by
CAO Milagros C. Adduru on October 23 to
25, 2018 at Subic, Zambales. Its objective
was to develop prospective facilitators to
help new employees learn the knowledge,
skills and behaviors required to function
effectively within the workplace.
Seminar/Workshop on Administrative Justice
SSS Reyma C. Tabalno attended the
3-day activity at Le Charme’ Hotel, Subic,
Zambales on October 29-31, 2018. Resource
persons were the personnel from Civil Service
Commission – NCR. The speaker discussed
the following topics:
 2017 Rules on Administrative Cases in the
Civil Service (RACCS);
 Ease of Doing Business and Efficient
Government Service Delivery Act 2018;
and
 Effective Legal Writing and Research

Annual
Convention
Seminar
of
the
Association of Government Accountants of
the Philippines (AGAP)
CAO Milagros C. Adduru together with
ACCT. III Karen Ann M. Nang, SSS Karen T.
Fernandez, AA III Joselita B. Franada, Nathaniel
B. Marcos and Elizabeth B. Nolasco attended
the Annual Convention Seminar of the AGAP at
Iloilo
Convention
Center,
Megaworld,
Manduriao, Iloilo City on October 17-20, 2018.
Orientation on ORAOHRA
Updates
RD Marilyn T. Estrada attended the
Orientation on the Revised 2018
Omnibus Rules on Appointments
and Other Human Resource
Actions (ORAOHRA) conducted by
the Civil Service Commission on
November 5-6, 2018 at Tacloban
City.
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Career Development Plan and Succession Planning
The Career Development Plan and Succession Planning was conducted on
November 6-8, 2018 at B Hotel, 14 Scout Rallos, Laging Handa, Quezon City. This was
participated by SSS Juby C. Bacuyag.
The objective of the activity was to assist Human Resource Management
Practitioners (HRMPs) and managers to help employees craft individual career
development plans, help them become career coach in honing skills and in exploring
various career development opportunities. It also builds pool of potential successors and
prepare the next generation of leaders.
At the end of the 3-day training, participants were able to install programs for both
career development and succession management that will enable employees to manage
their careers and at the same time identify and develop people within the organization
who have the potential to become future leaders.

Training on Driving Innovation
The Training on Driving Innovation was attended by RD Marilyn T. Estrada, CAO Milagros C.
Adduru and CSS Girme M. Bayucan on November 7-8, 2019 at Tacloban City, Leyte.
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Training on Public Service Ethics and Accountability
November 13-14, 2018
B Hotel, 14 Scout Rallos, Laging Handa, Quezon City
The Training on Public Service Ethics and Accountability was conducted on November
13-14, 2018 at B Hotel, 14 Scout Rallos, Laging Handa, Quezon City and was attended by
Registration Officer IV Rose Q. Pacay.
Its objective was to imbibe ideal attitudes and traits that promotes ethical and
accountable service. It is also designed to develop a revitalized public service work culture
that encourages responsive, participative, efficient, and effective services as well as
formulate plans and strategies that will prevent and detect corruption.

Training on Values
Orientation Seminar
Nov. 19-21, 2018
Iloilo City
The
Training
on
Values Orientation Seminar
was attended by Administrative Assistant I Violeta D.
Bosi and Administrative
Officer I Lace Christelle D.
Ladia.

Training on Basic Statistics and Analysis, Use of Computer Software, Information
Graphics and Technical Report Writing
Assistant Statistician Angelina D.
Callangan attended the Training on
Basic Statistics and Analysis, Use of
Computer
Software,
Information
Graphics and Technical Report Writing
on November 19-29, 2018 conducted
by University of the Philippines
Diliman.
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4th Philippine Association for Government Budget Administration (PAGBA) Quarterly
Seminar and Meeting
The PAGBA conducted its 4th PAGBA Quarterly Seminar and Meeting on November
21 to 24, 2018 held at Grand Men Seng Hotel, Davao City. Its 2018 theme, “ASEAN
Integration and Public Financial Management Reforms Towards Sustainable Shared
Growth” connotes both as a challenge to the powers-that-be and a call to all civil servants.
In PSA - RSSO II, it was participated by AO IV Tubangi and AA VI Pagunuran.
The following topics were discussed by different subject matter expertise during the
4-day seminar:
Topics










Subject Matter Expertise

Tax Updates
Ease of Doing Business
Health and Wellness/ Stress Management
Addressing COA Disallowances
ORA-OHRA, Administrative Discipline, Leave Administrative
Administration, SALN
RA 9184 Revised IRR
Cash-Based Budgeting
Updates on PAG-Ibig, Benefits, Loans and Investment
Federalism

Training on Basic Remote
Sensing
Ms. Ma. Juvy S.
Agbayani and Ms. Zenaida U.
Rivera attended the training
conducted by the Regional
Geographic
Information
Network
(RGIN)
on
September 24-26, 2018 at
Pamegafanan Hall, National
Economic and Development
Authority
–
Regional
Development Council (NEDARDC2) Building Regional
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Dr. Marina C. De Guzman
ASEC Mary Jean T. Pacheco
Dr. Enrique A. Tayag
Atty. Roy L. Ursal
Atty. Cesar R. Garduque, Jr.
Atty. Dennis S. Santiago
SVP Fermin A. Sta. Teresa Jr.
ASEC Jonathan E. Malaya

Government Center, Carig
Sur,
Tuguegarao
City,
Cagayan. Discussed during
the training were: (a) Brief
history of Remote Sensing;
(b) ArcMap Familiarization;
(c)
GIS
File
Directory
Creation; (d) Google Earth
Pro; (e) Landsat Imagery and
(f)
Remote
Sensing
Applications.
Mr.
Giovanni
I.
Maguddayao of NEDA R02

was the Resource Speaker of
the training.

PSA RSSO II joined
the
Post-Disaster
Needs
Assessment (PDNA)
to
assess the extent of damages
brought
by
typhoon
“Ompong” with International
Name “ Mangkhut” which
devastated
the
region
particularly the province of
Cagayan.
The validating team
was divided into two groups:
the Cross-Sectoral Team

where PSA is a member, in
charge of the assessment of
macroeconomic,
social
impact and environment, and
Infrastructure Team to assess
damages and losses in power
and
telecommunication
coming from the Electric
Cooperatives of Regions 8
and 12.
Regional
Disaster
Risk
Reduction and Management
Council
(RDRRMC)
and
National
Disaster
Risk
Reduction and Management
Council (NDRRMC) as input
to the rehabilitation and
recovery plan of the country
and the region.
The
consolidated
reports of the PDNA team
was
submitted
to
the

The assessment lasted
for eleven days from October
2-17, 2018.

2018 Mid-Year Assessment and Team Building
PSA RSSO II conducted its 2018 Mid-Year
Assessment and Team Building on 12 to 13 July 2018
at Las Palmas De San Jose Leisure Club,
Tuguegarao City, Cagayan.
The conduct of this 2-day activity was in
preparation of PSA’s ISO 9001:2015 - Certified QMS
which aims to:
1. Review and assess the accomplishments of
Regional Office II vis-à-vis OPCR and Operational
Plans;
2. Formulate catch up plan for 2018 targets;
3. Establishment of Internal/External Issues for RSSO II;
4. Establishment of the Knowledge Management System for the Region;
5. Review the Risk Registry and Action Plan and the scope and coverage of PSA QMS among
others per Implementation Check; and
6. Build cohesion/ collaboration among the staff through group dynamics promoting health and
wellness and teamwork.
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This was actively participated by 24 staff
from the region which was spearheaded by RD
Estrada and with the support of her two Division Chiefs, CAO Adduru of CRASD and CSS
Bayucan of SOCD.
Accomplishments for the last six months
and catch up plans were presented for FY
2018. Moreover, all the staff gave their outputs
in the enhancement and improvement of their
quality objectives, list of interested parties, PSA
RSSOs Internal and External Issues and in the
update of the Risk Registry and Action Plan.

2019 National Planning Workshop
The 2019 NPW was conducted
by PSA Central Office on December 47, 2018 at The Manila Prince Hotel. The
Workshop was attended by the RSSO II
RD, two Division Chiefs of RSSO II and
CSS of the 5 provinces.
The 4-day workshop showcased
the presentation of 2019 Work Programs and Calendar of Activities of different services/units/divisions of the
Central Office.
2019 Division Planning Workshop
The conduct of the 2019 Division Planning Workshop aimed to present and discuss
the clear articulated plan of the programs and projects of the PSA for the fiscal year 2019
as stated in the Office Memorandum 2018-133. It was held on December 19-20, 2018 at
Las Palmas De San Jose Leisure Club, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan. The purpose is to discuss the detailed budget, manpower and other resources and facilities required for each
program and project. This was participated by all staff of the regional office so as to
observe the top to bottom approach.
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2018 1st Quarter Nationwide Simultaneous Earthquake Drill (NSED)
PSA - RSSO II, as one of the member agencies of the Cagayan Valley Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management Council (CVDRRMC), spearheaded the conduct of the 2018 1 st
Quarter Nationwide Simultaneous Earthquake Drill (NSED)” on February 15, 2018 as
indicated in NDRRMC Memorandum No 2. Series of 2018.

Through these activities, the objectives were achieved: 1) to test the efficiency
and usefulness of the preparedness, responsiveness and recovery plans, systems and
policies developed in our respective offices; 2) to evaluate the effectiveness of the local
contingency plan; 3) to test the coordination and communication mechanism during
response operation; and 4) to understand the command and control mechanism in
emergency and disaster operation at the DRRMCs.
Opening of the 2018 Cagayan Valley Regional Athletic Association (CaVRAA) Meet
Representatives from Philippine Statistics Authority Regional Statistical Services Office 2
(PSA - RSSO II) attended the opening of the 2018 Cagayan Valley Regional Athletic Association (CaVRAA) Meet on February 23, 2018 at the Cagayan Sports Complex which was hosted
by the City Government of Tuguegarao and the Schools Division of Tuguegarao City.
This endeavor showcased not only our commendable support and passion for sports, but
also our deep values rooted from amiable competitions for personal growth and development,
with the ultimate goal of achieving the theme: “Transcending the Fire of Unanimity, Progress,
and Excellence through Sports.”
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WOMEN’S MONTH CELEBRATION
The PSA - RSSO II joined the Eucharistic Mass on March 15,
2018, 7:00 A.M. at People’s Gymnasium, Tuguegarao City,
Cagayan. This activity was organized by the Local Government Unit
of Tuguegarao City which was participated by different Line
Agencies, Barangays and other private sectors in Region 02.

Complimentary Data Requests Served
The RSSO II accommodated the letter request of the Fourth Year Psychology
students from Cagayan State University – Carig Campus to conduct their study entitled,
“Hope, Resilience and Life Satisfaction of Single Men and Women”. In connection with this,
questionnaires were being floated in the office among the singles and widowed individuals
who are 45 years old and above in which, the students acknowledged the receipt thereof.

RSCC’s 27th Founding Anniversary
In celebration with the Reception and Study Center for Children (RSCC)’s 27th Founding
Anniversary, PSA - RSSO II participated the activity on May 18, 2018 held at Casa Angela,
Tuguegarao City, Cagayan. This was represented by Chief Administrative Officer Milagros
C. Adduru.
PSA - RSSO II were floated of the Department of
Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) in
promoting protective and rehabilitative programs for
the vulnerable children as well as strengthen
partnership and commitment among their local
partners, stakeholders and benefactors who have
been continuously rendering selfless commitments
for the welfare of their clients. Its ultimate objective
was for clients to be able to overcome difficult
situation and restore their normal psychosocial
functioning. All these years, government entities,
civic organizations, and private individuals
contributed a great part for the welfare of clients served at the center through various
services and interventions that are beneficial for them.
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Kick off of Brigada Eskwela
28 May 2018
Carig Elementary School, Tuguegarao City

Photo Exhibit and ARTEfacts Display
The City Government of Tuguegarao
invited various agencies in their Photo Exhibit
and ARTEfacts Display on October 29, 2018
at
Center
Atrium,
Robinsons
Place,
Tuguegarao City, Cagayan with the theme:
“TUGUEgari anna SangAW” which means
“Then and Now”.
To show support to the said event, PSA
RSSO II joined the celebration represented by
Administrative Assistant III Maria Imelda T.
Casco and Administrative Aide VI Pilar Q.
Adarme.
TienDA Malasakit Store” Launching

To show support to the activity of Department of Agriculture Regional Field Office No.
02, “TienDA Malasakit Store”, PSA - RSSO II represented by Chief Administrative Officer
Milagros C. Adduru and Administrative Officer IV Vina V. Temanel attended the launching of
activity on November 29, 2018 at Department of Agriculture Regional Field Unit 02 (DA
RFU02), San Gabriel, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan.
The activity aims to empower farmers and fisherfolks towards the full control of the
food supply chain from farm to market. Hence, the unnecessary marketing layers are
reduced, if not eliminated. In the process, the farmers and fisherfolk will be able to increase
their income and consumer can avail safe and affordable agricultural commodities.
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2018 Public Sector HR Symposium
The Civil Service Commission (CSC) conducted the
2018 Public Sector HR Symposium on July 18-20, 2018 at
the SMX Convention Center, SM Lanang Premier, Lanang,
Davao City.
This annual’s theme was “Achieving
Breakthrough Results Through Strategic HR”. This
year’s HR Symposium was designed to showcase and
benchmark positive outcome as a tool towards enabling
agencies to continually pursue improvements towards
realizing breakthrough results. The event puts premium to
the significant role of strategic HR in organizations journey
of continual improvement.
PSA - RSSO II was represented by Regional
Director Marilyn T. Estrada and Chief Administrative Officer
Milagros C. Adduru.
Pag-ibig Fund – Tuguegarao Branch Employers’ Forum
The Home Development Mutual Fund (HDMF)/Pag-ibig
Tuguegarao Branch conducted a forum on September 26, 2018
held at Jollibee Tanza, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan. Participants
were from various agencies, universities and private sectors in
the locality. PSA RSSO II was represented by Administrative Aide
VI Pilar Q. Adarme. The following topics were discussed:







A more flexible Modified Pag-IBIG 2 (MP2) Savings Program;
Raffle Promo for Upgraded Membership Savings;
Raffle Promo for Multi-Purpose Loan Borrowers;
Updates on Electronic Payment;
New Partners for the Loyalty Card; and
Updates on Housing Loan Programs

73rd National Annual Convention of the Philippine
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (PICPA)
Accountant III Karen Ann M. Nang attended
the 73 National Convention of PICPA on November
22-24, 2018 at Bacolod City with the theme:
“Promoting Integrity. Advancing Excellence”.
rd

This 3-day convention was conducted to update significant changes in the profession especially the CPAs brought about by the tough national and
international regulations and standards, heightening
competition within the profession here and abroad,
more advanced technology and globalization, and
increasing demands and expectations of clients and
publics.
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Work Immersion
Cagayan National High School Grade 12 – Science, Technology Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) senior high school students had their work immersion at PSA - RSSO II
from August 15 to September 3, 2018.
The student-trainees (Batch 1 – Aldric John D. Delos Santos, Ronald Ferrer, Kristine
Joy E. Marcos, Mark Kevin Marcos, Joana Aira S. Saul and Christian Baral) were assigned at
the Office of the Regional Director, Civil Registration and Administrative Support Division
and Statistical Operations and
Coordination Division. During
their stay at PSA, they were
only tasked to undergo eighty
(80) hours wherein they were
able
to
acquire
learning
opportunities,
skills
and
competencies that would allow
them
to
become
more
competitive, accountable and
responsible professionals in their chosen field of specialization in the future.
PSA - RSSO II accepted two
batches of Grade-12 students from
Cataggaman
National High School,
Cataggaman
Pardo, Tuguegarao City,
Cagayan who had their Work Immersion
as part of their graduation requirements
for the Senior High School Program on
December 3-28, 2018.
Each batch, consisted of 6
students, were required to render 10-day
or 80 hours each in the office to develop
their competencies, work ethics and
values relevant to pursuing further
education, entrepreneurship and in the
real world of work.
During their stay, they were able to achieve their objective to become familiar with the
workplace, the work for work stimulation and apply their skills in their field of specialization.
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Training-Workshop on RA 9184 and its Revised IRR

A training-workshop was conducted by PSA RSSO II on December 10-11, 2018 at 3K Hotel,
Santiago City, Isabela. Participants were staff from
the regional and provincial offices.
Invited resource person was Mr. Reynaldo R.
Villon, a Senior Budget and Management Specialist
of the Department of Budget and Management
Regional Office No. 02. In the 2-day training, various
topics were tackled. These were:






The PSA participants from regional and
provincial offices together with our Resource
Speaker, Reynaldo R. Villon, Senior Budget
and Management Specialist of Department of
Budget and Management Regional Office No.
02

General Overview of RA 9184 and Its Revised
IRR & Procurement Organizations
Alternative Methods of Procurement
Bidding Procedures for Consulting Services
The Philippine Government Electronic Procurement System(PhilGEPS)
Procurement Planning and Monitoring

Conduct of Financial and Administrative Updates
PSA - RSSO II through Civil Registration and
Administrative Support Division (CRASD) conducted the
Financial and Administrative Updates on December 17,
2018 held at PSA Conference Room.
Selected administrative staff from different provinces
were the participants. Its objective was to cascade the
learnings and updates the employees acquired in the
trainings they have attended.
Some of the topics cascaded were:
 COA and GSIS Updates by Accountant III Karen Ann
M. Nang
 Budget Modernization Program by Administrative
Officer IV Hernan G. Tubangi (Budget Officer)
 Knowledge Management Concepts by Administrative Aide VI Raziel T. Pagunuran.
 Leave Administration Course for Effectiveness by Chief Administrative Officer Milagros C.
Adduru and Administrative Officer IV Vina V. Temanel (Human Resource Management
Officer)
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For Technical Inquiries: Email us at
psa_rsso2@yahoo.com.ph
Visit us at:
www.psa.gov.ph
Likes us on Facebook:

Philippine Statistics Authority RSSO2

Call us at (078) 304-8366
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